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01 Sewer Inspector, Whart
a4 Market Master.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
ARE TO BE REVISED.
lisiattAlt, Millet and Marble Say the




Last evening at the board of
aldermen's meeting in the city hall
general assembly chamber, there
was again brought up the ques-
'gluon of which board bad the author-
ity to elect city ,market master,
frharf master and sewerage inspee-
toy, the councilmen and aldermen,
or the board of public works, anl
as retinal of the proposition, the
aldermen voted to instruct
the ordinance committee to bring in
a measure giving the board of works
the authority to name and control
these three officeholders, inasmuch
as the departments in which they
work are under supervision of the
board of works. This latter body
bad the city solicitor to look up the
legal phase of the question, and this
•attorney reported that the authority
to elect these mentioned officials,
lay in the councilmanic and alder-
manic bodies, like has been followed
heretofore. The law being too plain
gpon the subject, however, the
board of works got an opinion bear-
ing on the question, from Hendrick,
Miller & Marble, the leading attor-
neys of the city, wherein these able
jurists state that it is clear that
tht• board of works has authority
to select the officials working under
them, which includes three , named.
This opinion with the following
letter from the board. of works, wo
submitted to the aldermen last
evening, and goes to the council at
the neat session of that body:
Ky., Aprii sth, 1936.
To The General Coupeilf
of the city of Paducah, Ky.
Gentlemen: Inasanuch as the
quarter of the cify- of Paducah vests
A the board of public works the
eaupervision and control -of the
Inarket house, etilearvew and sewers
ot the city, it is the opinion of the
members of this boar4, ,tiliat sash
a power must necessarily carry with
It the right to appsist the market
master, the wharf master and the
sewer inspector.
At the request of this board, City
Solicitor Campbell ipvestigated the
question and gave it as his opinion
that under the charter the right to
app.,int those offices rests with tfftli
general council, but, that if the
question was taken into court, it
might construe, that under the
policy of the state in dealing with
this question in the firirt-class 'and
atkird-class cities,_ thatlakrttilaipoiot-_,
oh power resides in the board of
public work&
At the personal expense of the
members , of this board, ,go,, opinion
on this **cation wailptibeltiahtlrom
le law firm of. Hendrick,, &arble, and their opinion is relipect:
fully ,submitted herewith, for your
kind cOnsiderabion. The opinion. of
that firm is to the effecr that the
power, to appoint tilt market mas-
ter, the wharf master and the sewer
inapertor resides in the board o‘
public works.
This board has no desire to as-
Mime any of the righti and privi-
!Ages conferred upon the general
council; but it respectfully insists
upon exercising all the rights and
privileges intended for it to rxcrcise.
Your body will doubtless agree' with
this board that it cannot have super-
vision and control, over tha
named, where another body saiittn,
the men actually in charge of them.
This fact moves us to request the
literal council to leave to the
board of pubtie works the appoint-
interests represented have millions of
dollars back of them, and. are so eaj-
er to have the question settled tffat
it is intimated that in a few days a
suit will be filed in the federal court
to determine whether or not the com-
pany has any rights.
The Mayor's Attitsda.
This may be the first step in mu-
nicipal ownership of the railway, sys-
tem. When the state of affairs was
called to the attention of Mayor
Barth yesterday, he said immediately
that he would be glad to look into
the question, and it is likely that the
city attorney, judge A. E. Richards,
will today be instructed to !oak into
the franchise rights, or lack of them,
of the company. When asked if he
thought the city would be beneatted
by taking up the operation of !LA
lines as might be possible, consider-
ing the franchises to have expired.
Mayor Bat ti said:
"I believe in public ownership
wherever it is practicable, and it is
practicable when politics can be sepa-
rated from the work itself. That's
what we are going ter do in the sew-
er building, and it can be done in oth-
er things. We are willing to take up
the question of the street railway, and
are ready to meet all corners."
This pugnacious declartion.nf ths
Mayor's willingness to probe the
Fights of the company is taken as an
evidence of a thorough sounding of
lke 'rise. If the a tasservations of
-1Skise-OPPriied Ts-Triie
the tatter will have the fight of its
life before it succeeds in settling the
queation,
' "The franchises of the company on
the streets referred to," said one of
the attorneys interested, who does
not desire the use of his name until
the question is opened in the courts,
"expired several years ago, and as the
City has made no attempt to have the
franchise sold again, the company has
of course, held on. They have got-
ten their present hold little by little,
and so imperceptibly bat it has not
been noticed. But an investigation
will show the facts, and the street
railway company does not desire this.
If the city: attorney will investigate,
the truth will soon be discovered, and
it will shake the whole 'railway com-
pany."
Many lawyers have ,admitted that
attactia are being made on the status
of tti streei railway company, and
say fiat its 'tenure on the streets is
of the frailest kind. With the opposi-
tion from a combitaation" of ipterests
as powerful as their own, any weak-
ness will soon be made known.
ment of market master, wharf mas-
ter and sewer inspector.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
By James E. Wilhelm, Sec'y.
Mayor Yciser laid the matter be-
fore the aldermen, and on the legal
opinion of Hendrick, Miller & Mar-
ble being read. Aldermen Bell nride
a speech, ut which he infe*ed that
these unquestioned lawyers of in-
tegrity simply decided for the board
of works because they were being
paid by that body. In making this
uncalled for inference that was
looked on with discredit by the bal-
ance of the board, be remarked that
Hendrick and his associates had the
same law books to look at that the
city solicitor used, therefore* he was
willing to abide by the decision of
the latter, and not Hendrick. Miller
& Marble. After discussing the
-question, Member Miller said he all
alone believed the board of works
had authority to name the officers
serving under them, therefore he
moved that an ordinance be brought
(Continued on Pne Five.)
THE FRANCHISE
OF LOUISVILLE STREET RAIL-
WAY ON CERTAIN STREETS
QUESTIONED.
Eastern C.apitalists Seeking an Entry
Find That Some of the Fran-
chises Have Lapsed.
INNI11.11..11011.11.
Does the Louisville Street Railway
company own the right to run its
cars on Market street and on Brbok
street? This question, says the
Herald, has been answered emphati-
cally in the negative byodttorneys for
interests outside of Louisville which
are seeking to enter the transporta-
tion field, and which, in looking for
an opening have discovered. an alleg-
VOL ,22, %NO. *)
BOUNDARIES ,ORDINANCE TO
FOR SALOONS pEDUCE FORCE






The Idea is to Concentrate the ()nag- The Policemen Claim They Were
shops and Oct Most of Them
Down in Town.
The important qustion long agitat-
ed by the present city legislative
boards regarding saloons being con-
fined to a certain district in Paducah,
assumed definite form in the alder-
manic meeting last evening at the
general assembly chamber at the
city hall. In taking this step the
members of that board ordered the
license committee to immediately
proceed and outline what district sa-
loons should be located in, and bring
their recommendation to this effect
into the full board meeting for adop-
tion. Whenever this is done a law
will then be enacted, legalizing the
boundary lines selected by the auth-
orities.
'Ever since the first cif this year
when the present boards went into
office, they have informally discussed
at diffsrent times the question of re-
fusing to longer permit saloons to
exist wherever the proprietors desir-
ed to open up anywhere in the city.
These discussions were the result of
Mayor Yeiser, in his annual message
1st January, recommending that the
saloons be confined to a specified ter-
ritory, and not any and everywhere
over town.
The laws of the commonwealth
permit city officials to say just
where saloons shall flourish, and in
taking this step the present legisla-
tive boards do so with the idea of
weeding the residence portion of the
city of these grogshops which are ob-
jectionable, especially when started
Elected For a Year, and Will
-Report Daily For Doti'.
Last night the aldermanic bpard
repeated what the council did Mon-
day night and adopted the police
ordinance over the veto of Mayor
Yeiser, this means that the depart-
ment will have to be cut to eighteen
men until the itth of June, at least,
as not until this date does there be-
come effective the law enacted by
the recent state legislature at Frank-
fort, entpowerning cities of the sec-
ond class to employ not less than
thirty men upon the polite force.
Chief James Collins of the depart-
ment last night expressed himself
as being very much displeased over
the enactment of the ordinance re-
ducing the force because it heralds
to safe blowers and crimi-
nals over the country that the police
protection of this city is inadequate.
In talking along , this line the
chief said that he had instructed his
men to keep a Sharp lookout upon
all suspicious and strange char-
acters, because they eealized from
experience that the criminals be-
came braver in places with small
forces, than they did in cities main-
timing large departments.
Some of the policemen say that
they intend reporting for duty every
day, thersiby evidencing their de-
sire to itvgJe, aailiNeoll they are
laid off, IThey'ifill giet"-their attor-
neys to sae for salary due them
ed illegal possession of at 'feast thesid right in the midst of a vicinity 
fillediug their beats, because their law-
just the same as if they were patrol-
two streets, and probably many more with good homes, thereby subjecting h
by the street railway company. The small children daily to disagreeable yers have already made them prop-
ositions, !guaranteeing to in their
cases, if,_,&he force is cut down and
some of them laid off.
The force at present is about
twenty-eight men; including the two
detectives, T. J. Moore and William
Baker, . but the ordinance now
passed over the veto of the mayor
prescribes that the detectives shall
be discontinued the patrolman re-
duced to eighteen the chief,
Captain and lieutenant only be
continued, which makes a total of
twenty-oae men. The new ordin-
ance does not provide for a patrol
wagon driver, nor any extra men.
By the provisions of this ordin-
ance the commissioners are directed
to cut, down the force, and if it is
followed, this will have to be done,
and a decreased force maintained
until June ti when there becomes
effective the enactment of the
state legislature at Frankfort
empowering second class cities to
employ not less than thirty patrol-
men.
It is now said that inasmuch as
the legislative bodies of this city
contend in a partisan manner for
reduction of 'the department, that
now the police commissioners of
here will ,after June itth put 'on
the thirty men empowered by the
state legislature bill.
Detectives Baker and Moore say
,jht,y. inland conljnoing,,reporting_ for
duty, as do the balance of the
policemen, who claim they were




will arise over the
scents usually enacted around a sa-
loon.
The committee is to outline what
territory inside which they think it
best to confine the grogshops, and it
is believed they will recommend that
most of them be kept down in the
business section. The suburban sa-
loons are the most objectionable, be-
cause of nights they seem to be the
rendezvous for dissolute female char-
acters and the scene of midnight or-
gies. In all cases this does not ex-
ist late of night only, as during the
daytime women of bad reputation
and men can be seen flocking to these
outlying places to satisfy their hila-
rious propensities. This does not ex-
ist to such a great extent down in the
business sections, because the police
are alma,' around and handy to
regulate thrs..grogshops, which are
compelled to keep on their good be-
havior.
Chief of Police lames Collins of
the police force is a "strong advocate
of establishing boundaries for the
aaloons, as his experience has shown
him they have less trouble by far
with those down in town than with
the establishments existing out in
the suburbs and residence parts.
Alderinan Samuel Hubbard last
night when this question was bronght
up wanted to know if the city could
not raise the license charged the sa-
loons piroportionately with the auth-
ority given the state and county to
raise licenses by the recent legisla-
*Imre st Frairtfort -Otralte city make-
itor being questioned, he informed
the officials he believed that the mu-
nicipal license could not be increased
because this was not ,specified by the
recent enactments of the state as-
sembly.
The saloonists take out their li-
censes every six months, commenc-
ing the first, of a calendar year, there-
fore the grants to the grogshops op-
erating at present expire the first of
July, and 'he city authorities want
the 'boundaries established by that
time, so that no licenses will be is-
sued for saloon, outskie the district.
Comments from the good citizen-
ship at large show that the boards
`are endorsed by everybody in con-
centrating the saloons, as it ,is be-
lieved there will be accomplished
good that cannot be eetimated.
_
E. C. SWIFT DIES IN BOSTON.
Boston, Mass., April 4.—E. C.
Swift, the Chicago packer, died early
this morning. His case took a sud-
den turn for the worse last night and






City Attorney Harrison Bought Fine
Horse From Liverymen Chas.
Clark Yesterday.
City Attorney Thomas B. Hairison
yesterday 'morning bought from Liv-
eryman 'Charles Clark, of South
Third stret, one of th finest steppers
and 'most spirited animals seen in
this "section of the state. She is a
beauty and the attorney is quite
proud of her giving $22$ spot cash
for /he swift beast.
COAL STRIKE ON
IN CENTRAL FIELD
0 ntly Small Proportion of the Men
at Work in Bitumi-
nous District
I :IC - .
gre-: coal strik began in earnest to-
day, with the backbone Of the opera-
tors' resistance apparently damaged
in the bituminous fields. F. L. Rob-
bins and some independent operators
in the Western Pennsylvaniadistrict
have signed the tepos scale contracts
presented by the miners. They mine
ao,000,000 tons of the 41,000 000 tons'
normal production of the Western
Pennsylvania district, and of the 117,-
000,000 normal production of the cen-
tral competitive field, composed of
Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indi-
ana, and Illinois.
Mr. Robbins has also signed con-
tracts to operate his Ohio and Illi-
nois mines. A number of small in-
dependent operators in Ohio, some in
Indiana, and a large number in Illi-
nois have signed contracts.
Compared with the output of the
resisting operators in Ohio, Indiana
and !llinois, the independents that
have signed in those states represent
only a small production, but with the
output of the Iowa operators and of
those of Western Kentucky, the non-
union production of the lrwin fieW
and Wiest Virginia, besides the Rob:
bins mines, the indications are that
from so to as per cent, of the normal
production in the great centrally lo-
cated territory wi,11 be in operation
by the latter part of the week.
ARE READY
FOR DOWIE
ZIONISTS DO NOT PRO-
POSE otall sa
BLUFFED.
Will Appeal to Courts to Protect
Them Frain Elijah If He
Canoes Troia's.
Chicago, April 4.—It was decided
Axiay by Overseer Voliva, of Zion
City, that, in view of the announced
return of John Alexander Dowie
from Mexico and his declared inten-
lion of making a fight against action
suspending him from office, that the
present overseer shall be appointel
receiver uf the church of Zion, and
of all the public properties standing
in the name of the church. The
courts will probably be ed to
appoint Voliva as receiver *thin
the next few days It also
asserted by the officers of Zion
City, that I Dowie returns and com-
mences legal action agiinst the
present officers of the churith, or
attempts to oust them, the will
cause his arrest and prosecutipn on
the charge o, misuse of fundss
Votive today, acting tinder the
power of attorney he holds froM
Dowie, filed in the office of the
County Recorder of Lake county an
assignment to Deacon Alexandv
Granger of all the annuities mil be\
quests that have been mad to
Dowie and are 'still unpaid.
CHEAP OIL ,
PREDICtED
FREE ALCOHOL BILL OPPOS-
ED BY STANDARD OIL
COMPANY.
Washington. April 5.-Seuen-cent
coal oil for illuminating purposes is
predicted as one of the results of the
probable passinglki, the law taking
the•tax off denatWed alcohol. This
cauies the repeated statement, beard
at the capitol, that the -Standard Oil
is lobying against the bill. This re-
port is more insistent since the bill
was favorably reported from the corn-
mi.tee on ways and means. Repre-
sentative Dalzell of Pennsylvania,
hois currently reported to be in
favor of everything wanted by the
trusts, oppoaora the action of the com-
mittee. So did Gen. Grosvenor. With
these exceptions, the members of the
committee, both Republicans and
Democrats, were for the bill.
Members of the house are receiv-
ing letters, especially from, rural cc
ctiotents, urging them to vote fort
bill because they believe it will pr
virk a cheaper illuminating fluid and
that denaturized•alcohol will he used
instead of coal oil in lamps. The farm
ers have gotten it into their heads
that the Standard Oil is "aerie the
Measure, and that is • ufficieht reason
for them to be for it.
MOUNT'S FATE
BEING DECIDED




Many Continuances Granted by




Twelve men at the New Rich-
mond hotel last night had placed
it, their hands late _yesterday after-
noon, the fate of Willis Mount, who
stands charged of4.4;ki13iser Willis
Nutty in the gambling room abowe
The Stag saloon on North Fourth
street a little over two years ago.
The arguments ware,-finisthed, in-
structions given to jurors by Judge
Reed and the Case consigned to the
twelve men who are now deliber-
ating over the matter and are ex-
pected to return a verdict sometime
today in the court.
Probably the most eloquent and
forceful appeal ever falling from
lips of ultra-talented lawyer was
that of yesterday when Hon. Hal S.
Corbett addressed the jury in be-
half of Mount, whom the _able at-
torney represents, and whose grand
speeish made a more visible impres-
sion upon jury and auditors, than
that of any other address ever heard
beneath that roof and it has re-
sounded to the echo of many bril-
liant speeches. Mr. Corbett had his
case well in hand, be being the
leading counsel faThjecused, and it
was a treat to hear such a magnifi-
cent after eloquent- appeal made for --
the life of a client. The courtroom
was packed with hundreds of spec-
tatoss, including nearly all the at-
terneys of the city, and to a man,
the latter proclaimed the address
the greatest ever delivered in the
courtroom.
Ysterday morning Mr. Corbett
lead off in the arguments and was
followed by the balance of the at-
torneys, •Nho were Samuel Cross-
land and Eugene Graves for the de-
fense, and John G. Lovett, Alhen
Barkley, and Re. Young for prose-
cution, latter of Illinois. The -e-
sult 0,_the ratter is being eagerly
looked 'forward to as the case is
one of the, most renowned in this
section of the' state, and is bitterly
fought on both sides-
John Hobson Fined.
John B. Hobson was fined ;too
and costs by the court yesterday on
the charge of assaulting Joe Woods,
while the 'indictment against the
tatter was continued until the next
tent of court. Hobson is -the son
of the former circuit court clerk and
married a woman from whom Joe
Woods had 'been divorced. Hobson
and wife lived at Metropolis, and
C'egy the Mit Canis bife arid—
spent/the night. The husband fol-
lowed late that night and found his
wife la the robins of her former
husband, Joe Woods, on Legal Row.
A fight ensued and Hobson .stabbed
Woods. while the latter knocked
Hobson down. The difficulty °c-
entred while Wood was captain of
the police force.
The case against It4 Scott, white,
was continued until the next Sep-
tember term of court. He is
charged with murdering the young
plumber named Stea art out on
Court ore& in the redlight district
one night last fall. Stewart and
other's were eating at a lunch 'mated
when 'Scott and a companitok mooed
ainigee 'some along. The hitter
yelled ,[fet. ively,, asking Stewart
shy he - a nthees hd not eat the
hole stan 'This brnught
uble • and Scott shot Stewart
oitth the deaf)!
in few 'too ants. '"Strstari was
shipped to W$fbrffier home in Ma-
ntie'oed on Rage Sin.)








No Trace of Sculptor and Aerial Ex-
pert Can be Found, However,
and He is Believed to Have
Been Killed.
"se
New York, 'April 4.--e-The balloon
in which Paul Nocquet, .the sculptor,
made an ascension late yesterday,
was found at JO o'clock at night on
Jones Beach, on the south shore of
Long Island. Capt. Austin, of the
life-saving station, reports today that
the balloon had apparently landed on
the beads where it had been dragged
along some distance in the sand.
Tracks about the balloon seem to in-
dicate that the aeronaut had survived
his flight.
Paul Nocquet had made many dar-
ingly successful attempts at aerial
navigation. It is not as an aeronaut
alone that Nocquet has attained dis-
tinction, however. He is almost equal-
ly well known as an author, sculp-
tor and an artist. Wide attention
recently was attracted to his work
as a sculptor by a bronze figure of
President Roosevelt, entitled "A
Presidential Vacation." This figure
represented the president dragging a
bear by the ear, while in his right
hand he holds aloft a cub. Comment
on the figure was diversified, but the
efforts of the artist pleased the presi-
dent, who sent him a complimentary
letter.
Nocquet Found.
The body of the ill-fated aeronant
was found in a small creek on Long
1siand. He evidently perished from
exhaustion and exposure as he was




SCHOOL BOARD GIVES MRS:
KELLY THIRTY DAYS TO
DO THIS.
City Engineer Washington Testifies
-a That the Contended Strip Be-
longs to Schools.
Secretary W. E. Pitcher, of the
public school board will today or to-
morrow notify Mrs. E. H. Kelly that
she will have to move the bay win-
dow which projects out from her
Wane over onto the Washington
school building property on West
Broadway. She is given thirty days
in which to move the window. Mrs.
Kelly owns the property on the west
of the school grounds, and her home
is built right up to The line that di-
vides her property from the school
campus.
Months ago she had a bay window
built on the side of her residence,
this vvindow projecting out several
feet over the school property. She
has claimed that the window was
sin her ground, and that she owned
the strip it occupied, while the school
officials have contended the reverse.
Finally to settle the controversy the
trustees got City Engineer Wash-
ington to survey the school grounds,
and also MrS. Kelly's ground, and
this resulted in it being shown that
the bay window projected over the
school grounds.
The trustees have not wanted to do
any injustice to Mrs. Kelly, and will




This Everting the Meeting Will Be
Held By Promoters.
The Paducah Driving club will
this evening hold the meeting for
purpose of electing officers and
directors of the organization, and
start off their work which looks to-
wards erecting the grandstand
stables, etc., on the race track
grounds the company bought one
mile out South West of Oak Grove
cemetery. They will doubtless make
ithe track one mile in length, and
wide enough for' automobile races
to be held on it. The promoters are
gager to get started off as spring is
'here and they des e to pull off a
number of events ring the sum-
mer and fall months.
, Last year the Hors Show was
given fate in the fall, but this sea-
son it will be in the spring, while
many entertainments and exciting
sportive events will come off on the
grounds.
- *Pond -Du Lac, Wis., April 4.—A'1
BALLOON grand jury .'oday returned an indict-
ment against Frank A. Bartlett, for-
mer president of the trustees of the
county insane asylum, for the alleged
embezzlement of $1,485 of public
funds. An indictment was also
found against Louis Mtanderscheld
formerly asylum superintendent, for
embezzlement of $1,700, and against
Arthur Schussler, formerly county
clerk, for the alleged embezzlement of




HE GOT A $3o DOSE FOR BE-
ING DISORDERLY ON
TRAIN.
Lizzie Roberts Held to the Grand
Jury on Charge of Knowingly
concealing Stolen Property.
John Clawson, colored, was yes-
terday morning in the police court
fined $so and costs by Acting
Judge Dave Cross on the charge of
being drunk and disorderly on
Cairo passenger train coming into
this city Tuesday night. He is the
negro that cut the colored train
porter Sam Adams, in the face, and
he will be taken back to Cairo to
answer to the charge, the cutting
having been done over on the Illi-
nois side of the river.
Lizzie 'Roberts, white, was held
tc the circuit court grand jury in
$20o bond on the charge of know-
ingly concealing stolen property.
Her boy Bert Roberts stole a
bicycle from Cycle Baker. a mes-
senger boy of The Postal telegraph
office at •Second and Broadway.
The Roberts boy got the bike from
in front of the telegraph office
where the messenger had left it.
The police went to the Roberts
home on Huntingdon Row behind
the Illinois Central railroad shops,
and there found the mother had 'A-




THREE NEW YORK LETTER
CARRIERS ARE AR-
RESTED.
Charge That They Collected on Due
Stamps Which They Affixed
Themselves.
The United States postal inspect-
ors arrested three New York letter
carriers Thursday charged with
working a neW swindle. The alleged
fraud:
The alleged fraud consisted in -af-
fixing canceled postage due stamps
for to cents to letters from foreign
..countries, after removing the foreign
stamps. The carrier then colleaed
the face of the postage due stamp
from' the receiver of the letter.
Sometimes the same game was work-
ed with foreign letters that lacked a
cam;. and then the government was
the loser. It is not known haw wide-
ly this trick Was been played, but a
change in the whole method of col-
leting postage due, especially on
mail from Europe, is likely to follow.
CLUB COMMITTEES.
President J. Q. Taylor is now flak-
ing Out His List of Them.
Dr. J. Q. Taylor, the president of
the Chess, Checker and Whist Club
is preparing his list of standing com-
mittees for the ensuing twelve
months for this social organization
which maintains the elegant rooms
above Oehlschlaeger's drug s' Ire at
Sixth and Broadway.
The annual election of officers was
held several weeks ago, but at the
time there was absent in California
the physician Who was re-elected
president, which place he has had
since the club was first organized,
five years ago. Each year now com-
mitteemen are chosen, and now that
he has returned from the West, he
will make his selections.
Till Death.
"I could die for you," he cried.
"Yon don't say," retorted the girl,
indifferently.
"And," he continued, "my life is in-
sured for ,,25,000."




DR. HESSIG TRIED TO STOP
CONFIRMATION' OF DIS-
TILLERY SALE.
Dr. Meshaw Was Setected Trustee of
the 0cr Moore Bankrupt Es-
tate—Dividend in Lax Case.
Wednesday in the bankrupt court
Dr. H. T. Ifessig filed exceptions to
the sale of his Mechanicsburg dis-
tillery, which was recently disposed
of through the bankrupt tribunal, in
order that the money could be taken
to pay off his creditors who forced
him into bankruptcy. Referee Bagby
overruled the exceptions, and ocn-
firmed the report of sale filed by
Trustees Cecil Reed and Arthur Y.
Martin. Hessig excepted on the
ground that when the trustees sold
the distillery, Philip Stephon bought
it in, with the understanding that
Stephon was afterwards ot turn it
over to Hessig. Stephon sold it to
H. Weil & Sons however, and Ref-
eree Bagby decided that Stephon had
the right to resell to anyor4 he
wanted to, and overruled Hessig's ob-
jections.
Trustee Selected.
Referee E. W. Bagby has returned
from Wickliffe, Ky., where he went
to hold the first creditor's meeting in
the Ocy Moore bankruptcy proceed-
ing. During the gathering of parties
holding accounts against Moore, they
selected Dr. Meshaw to take charge
of *ore's estate and look after their
interests.
Dividend Declared.
In the Robert Lax & Co. case from
Calloway county, Referee Bagby de-
clared a cl -vidend, which amounted to
about $soo.
Excursion to Memphis.
On April 15th a special excursion
train will leave Paducah union depot
tvia Illinois Central railroad, at 930
a. m. for Memphis, fare for the round
trip $2.00, returning leave Memphis
April ioth at ssso p. m. No baggage
will be checked on these tickets,
which will only be good on excursion
train going and coming.
J. T. Donovan, Agent,
G. C. Warfield, T. A.,
Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
BIDS FOR NEW
FIRE HOUSE
THEY WILL BE OPENED BY
COMMITTEE NEXT
TUESDAY.
Trucks and Wheels for Hose Wagon
Expected Next Week—Station-
man Menzler Returns to
Work Today.
The fire committee of the municipal
legislative boards has set next Tues-
day as the time for opening the bids
put in by contractors proposing to
construct. the addition that will he
made to the South Side fire depart-
ment station hhuse at Fourth and
Elizabeth streets so room can be
provided for care of the fire engine
which will be put at this branch sta-
tion when the addition is completed.
There are many bids in already, but
the committee wants to give every
contractor ample time to get in his
proposition, therefore the date is put
off ustil -next Tuesday.
Remodel Hose Wagon.
Blacksmith Ed Morgan, who was
awarded' the contract of remodeling
and overhauling one of the depart-
ment hose wagons, cannot start on
the work until next week sometime,
as not until then will there arrive
from Lawrence, Mass., the new.
wheelit, trucks, etc., ordered froth the
Archbald people who manufacture
the parts needed. The new parts
were ordered last week, and gener-
ally it takes ten days to get here, but
the chief does not expect them until
next week sometime, giving a few
days of grace.
Returns to Work.
Member Fred r Menzler of he fire
departmpt service, will return to
work today after laying off since
January 17th, because of a badly In-
jured knee. He is of the Tenth and
Jones station house corps. During
January he was driving out past Oak
Grove cemetery with, the retired de-
partment horse "Skeet r" attached to
the supply wagon. The animal got
scared and ran away. Menzler jump-
sssillass
ed out and' landing, struck his knee
severely upon the graveled street and
badly injured it. He coul4 not walk
for many •weeks, the se red liga-
ments being seriously torn.
Start Distillery.
Mr. Frank Boone, the well known
distiller of Bar•dstown, Ky„ has ar-
rived here to become distiller and as-
sociate manager for the H. Weil &
Son distillery that was bought from
the Dr. H. T. Hessig bankrupt estate.
The plant is in Mechanicsburg and
M.r Adolph Weil yesterday said he
expected to get started today or to-
morrow, and then while the distillery
is running make the improvements
that will enlarge the plant to several
times its present capacity, at a cost
of about $10,000.
Mr. Boone is one of the best dis-
tillers in the United States, having




Attorney H. E. Moore of Gol-
conda, Ill., passed through here yes-




NOT ONE ELECTOR IN 'ST.
PETERSBURG SAVED BY
CONSERVATIVES.
Constitutional Democrats Jubilant at
Triumph in seat of
Bureaucracy.
St. Petersburg, April 4, 4 a. m:—
The official canvass of the vows cast
at the election on Monday, 9wing to
the unexpectedly heavy vote and the
inexperience of the officials, had not
been completed at midnight, but 't
is conceded that the radical tide has
swept to victory every one of the ióo
constitutional democratic electors.
The constitutional democrats nat-
urally are jubilant, as the sweeping
triumph which they have won at the
capital the headpuarters of the bu-
reaucracy, is bound to have a strong
effect on the country at large. They
are now looking forward to a work-
ing majority in the national parlia-
ment. They already have nominated
a candidate for the presidency of the
lower house in the person of M. Pet-
runktvitch of Tver, who is regarded
as one of the most able and vigor-
ous advocates of a constitutional
government for the empire.
WANTS NO
MORE WAR
WANTS NO MORE WAR—
CZAR IS IMPATIENT OVER THE
PEACE MEETING.
Again Approaches Root on Coming
Hague Conference, Desiring
• Summer Conference.
The czar of Russia has again giv-
en evidence of his desire- for the
peace of all the world by makng an-
other unexpected movement toward
the reconvention of The Hague con-
ference..
Baron Rosen, the Russian ambas-
sador, has presented to Secretary
Root a proposal for the reconven-
tion of the conference at The Hague
early in the corning summer, and in-
dicated that the Netherlands gov-
ernment had assented to the proposal.
It had been supposed that owing
to the complexity of the problems
involved in the arrangement of even
a tentative programme for the con-
ference and the delays caused by the
necessity. of persuading the Swiss
government to make the time and
programme for the approaching Red
'Cross convention conform as far as
possible to The Hague project it
would scarcely be possible for the
conference to assemble earlier than a
Tate date next fall and even until next
year. But it now appears that the
governments of Russia and the Neth-
erlands have agreed on a satisfactory
date.
Noddle to Growlers.
If the folk that ate always growl-
ing about the lack of brightness in
this world shonld suddenly see it go
blazing, how they would cry aloud for
a snowstorm.—Atlanta Constitution.
The London Chamber of Comb
merce has set the seal of its schol-
arly approval on the new hand-me-
down "language,' Eeperanto. But
where, oh, where, is that speech of
hope and light, Volapuk?
Little Sums
count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
PEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY
and see how fast your money
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Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And:Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
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BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a ,"Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
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• C. & ST. L. INAUGURATES
THIS SYSTEM OF IN-
SPECTION.
'ad Men Will Have Tickers Ex-
amined Weekly, While Inspec-
tors Goes out Quarterly.
The Nashville, Chattanooga and St.
iuis railroad will next Tuesday in-
..c a plan that has Lecil fu:-
wed for years by the Illinois Cen-
il railroad, which is compelling all
iployes to have their watches in-
ected regularly by a competent
itch man. This' system has been
vogue on the I. C. for years and
irks admirably. Nagel & Meyees,
riders and watchmakers, of Ms
y, being the official inspector of
at pieces for all ntployes of the I.
between here and Golconda and
irbondale, Ill., on the St. Louis di-
Ion, here and Cairo, here and Ful-
a and here and Central City.
This same firm has been made the
ficial insypectors for the division
the N., C. & St. L between here
-I Memphis, including the P cry-
le, Tenn. branch. This means that
the trainmen on the division who
is into here will have to have their
is. pieces inspected once each week
Nagel & Meyers, while every three
'laths Mr. Meyers will make a trip
nn here to Memphis and Perryville
see that the watch of every em-
)ye is running properly, and if not,
gnlate it.
The railroad compels any employ
have a standard watch, so it will
ep good time, because loss of a
mute in the timepiece of an engi-
cc may mean a fearful collision,
tile the same may result with any




mes O'Neel In "Monte Cristo."
Although James O'Neill has
iyed the part of Edmund Dantes
"Monte Cristo" almost five
ousand times, and in spite of the
:t that he has tried again and
am n to break away from the play,
e public will not let him. Since
is is true. he has gracefully ac-
pted the situation, and now comes
th a production of the play corn-
migrate in its accessories with
e merits of Me. O'Neill's imper-
nation and the dramatic interest
the story with new scenery, how
:chanical and electrical effects and
strong company. At The Ken-
:ky, Monday night.
'The Cinderella appeared at the
)era House last night to one of
e largest and most appreciative
diences that ever assembled in
r hoese, and to say that all were
tailed would be putting it mildly.
le story of the piece was the same
it we have read about for so
my years past, showing how Cin-
tell*, the hated sister of the two
Is, finally won the hand of the
Lnce, by the silver slipper fitting
r. In the piece proper, some
iutiful musical numbers were
idered by the principles assisted
a chorus of beautiful girl', which
Ldc the Brookhaven bachelors
cc up and wonder. Critically
!liking, Y. C. Alley presented in
a city the cleanest and nicest
>w that has ever appeared in
'auck's Theatre, which is saying a
and not casting any reflection
an the management of the house.•'
ookhaven Times This same corn-
iy will appear at the Kentucky
atre for Saturday matinee and
:ht.
;eats should be reserved early, as
re It no doubt but wfrat the
ase will be sold out soon after
y arc placed on sale.
•
Chere will be an opportunity at
Kentucky next Tuesday for
usernent patrons in this city and
inity to see that most brilliant of
terican actresses, Henrietta Cros-
n in the very greatest of her
w York successes, the modern
nedy, "Mnry, Mary, Quite Con-
ry." It is fortunate that the
nager of the Kentucky has been
e to securer Miss Crosman for
s date. So greatly was she in
nand that much correspondence
s required to bring about the en-
rement. Hence the public will
ireciate its importance aqd doubt-
s extend to Miss Crosman the
!come her position on the Anted-
' stage merits. Of the younger
ieration of stars Miss Crosman
nds preeminently in the front
Lk. None other has scored the
iliant triumphs that stand for ths
ord of. this talented young
man.
Cheatre patrons and all who keep
ck of affairs of the stage are
!versant with her tremendous
w York successes, which include
iia;a0aZatee.....
.siaesoll""" 1̀11111 0k
.phenOmenal rUni In—kMistress Nell,"
."As You Like It," "Sweet Kitty
Bellairs" and other of her plays.
'Put in nothing has she hit the
reapular fancy as she has done in
"Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary."
This modern comedy might have
been especially made for her and
she for it, so perfectly is the one
suited to the other. Miss, Cros-
man's manifold charms, her bright-
ness, vivacity, dash and all those
qualities which make her comedy so
delightful have free play to th;Ls
comedy so delightful have free play
to this comedy. The character she
assumes is that of a modern, up-to-
date young woman of wealth, who
fancies she has hardened her heart
against any man who may come a
wooing. Of course she learns her,
error, and the lesson is taught her
by a man who fancies he, too, is
beyond the wiles ut a woman. A
train of amusing complications feT
lowing swiftly one upon the other,
a succession of merry situation*,
sparkling br;ght dialogue through-
cut make "Mary, Mary, Quite Con-
trary" one of the cleverest and most
entertaining of modern comedies.
Miss Crosman is irresistibly charm-
ing as Mary. All the characters :n
the play are intensely amusing, and
every part is acted by a player of
wide reputation.
POLICE SHORT
CHIEF COLLINS HAD TO
PRESS OFFICER CLARK
INTO SERVICE.
The Chief Expects to go to Hot
Springs, Ark., to Attend
National Gathering.
Chief Armes Collins, of the police
force, yesterday stated that his de-
partment was now working under
considerable disadvantage on account
of shortage of men, and that
this had reached such a stage he was
compelled to press into service Pa-
trolman James Clark who has been
laid up since Christmas day with a
severe injury caused by the negro
John Tice shooting the game officer
at Eleventh *ad Broadway.
The chief is working along the best
lines possible and will ,do his best.
Sickness and other causes bring about
the shortage. Lieutenant Thomas
Potter is confined at his home with
inflammatory rheumatism, and Offi-
cer Clark was pressed into ssuirke
and now has charge of the night
force. Mk. Clark cannot y e t
walk much on one. of • his legs,
and has to wear a house slipper. This
is the left limb in . which he was
threatened with blood poisoning and
the leg had to be laid open. Now if
he presses too great a weight on it,
he fears the part opened by the sur-
geons may break agan. He can re-
main in the office every night with
ease, as he is sitting down all the
time, and does not use his legs much.
Patrolman Samuel Beadles is suf-
fering from a paralytic stroke at his
home on Madison street, and there is
no one to work in his place as no ex-
tra men are allowed for the depart-
ment now.
The disability of these two men
together with the attendance of many
other officers at the criminal term of
circuit court now in, session, takes
many patrolmen from their beats and
the chief is laboring under great dis-
advantage.
Chief Collins expects to go to Hot
Springs, Ark., next Monday to attend
the annual gathering of the Chiefs
National Association.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit court; Katie
Walbert, etc., Plffs., agt. Equity,
versus Robert E. Walbert, etc.,
Delta.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master
commissioner of this court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of James T. Walbert, de-
ceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file
the same, before said commissioner,
on or before the r6th day of May.
1906, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or commissioner,
unadministered, .and all persons are
hereby enjoined and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be pub-
lished in the Paducah Daily Regis-
ter as required by law.
A copy attest:—
J. A. Miller, Clerk,
By W. C. Kidd, D. C.
Florist Btunson of 473 Broadway
has receivesl a large supply of gold
fish.
Mr. Vernon J. Blow is
Louisville as a witness in
Loving case that comes





From the Vincennes Journal-Ga-
zette we copy the following revised
list of players on the K. I. T. league:
Mattoon.
Catchers Schisaell, Langdon, Pe-
ters; pitchers McCarthy, Gilman,
Cooper, Holmes, Raisor, Troutman
Diehl and Neilds; infielders Doyle,
Armstrong, Stepetton, McIntyre and
-Thomas; outfielders Pickering, Walls,
Vance, Witaysr and Wilkinson.
• Cairo.
Pitchers, Oscar Why and Jake
Grimstead of last year's Fowler, Ind.,
team; Guy 'Woodring, Muncie, Ind.;
Charles Hatch of last year's Zanes-
ville, 0., team; Walter Schurr of last
year's Lebanon team; Clifford Lane,
who played with Cairo last year;
catchers, Thomas Searles of last
year's South Bend, Ind., team and
Orvid Wolf of Muncie; first base,
W. Sellinger, second base, Angelo
Marre, Ralph Beringer and J. W.
Somberlot, third base, C. D. Conklin
and Chowning Rivers; outfielders,
Sam Van Sickle, Frank Taylor, Ed
Wagner and Claud Baylor.
,Tacksonville.
Pitchers, Andrews, Combs, Crosby,
Large, Fox. Allen, McKeas, Blank,
Baker, Cturington and Lindley;
catchers, Lutshaw and Belt; infield-
ers, Hughes, Atkinson, Hazel, Tra-
bue, Berte, Miarohn, Cauthorn and
Neel; outfielders, Livingston, Brady,
Miller, Barney, McCracken and Cris-
man.
Pachscati.
Pitchers, South, Srahic, Wilgus,
Aller, Ames, ,Hawk, Tadlock, Burn-
field; catchers, Wiggarn, Ahring, Che-
nault; first base, Haas, Connors; sec-
ond base, Frazier and Gregory; short
stop, Perry and Kelly; third base,
VVioodward and Gilligan; left field,
McClain and Ashford; center field,
Taylor; right field, Miller and Fra-
eier.•
Vincennes.
Pitchers, Whitley, Purdue, Wal-
lace, Sauter, Bachman and Geary;
catcher-, Thou and Burson; infield-
ers, Wilkinson, French, Mitchel!,
Barbour, Bierkette end McClelland;
outfielders, Bartley, Donovan, Moran
and Wheeler.
Pitchers, Maxwell, Farrell, Holy-
cross, Thomas, MeDonald, Saltmarsh
Leangoner; catchers, Gin-
nessy, Show; infielders, Spencer, Har-
ringear, Wills, O'Connell, Fleming,
Mentzer, Blousner, Parker, Young-
blood; outfielders, Hounst, Fleming,
Nicole Jones, Bourns, Jenkins, Lacy.
Yesterday afternoon and today. the
Giants engaged in a little preliminary
practice at the grounds at Twenty-
eighth and Sycamore streets. In a
few days it is expected that the
Sportman's park grounds will be dry
enough to play in.
Manager McCarthy received ;too
this morn'ng from Danville, who pur-
chased the release of Pitcher Holy-
cross.
There will be a game here Sunday
between "Big" Joe Percival's Sikes-
ton, Mo., team and a part of the
Giant aggregation. The other half
of the Giants will go to Memphis,
where they will play Saturday and
Sunday. The batteries for Cairo
against Memphis Saturday will likely
be Shurr, Hatch and Wolfe. and Sun-
day, Woodring, Lane and Wolfe. It
is understood that Hatch will not
play Sunday baseball
Out for Practice.
Manager McCarthy's bunch work-
ed out yesterday afternoon at Sports-
man's park before hundreds of fans.
They put in two hours of work of
tilt fast kind, and this morning will
begin the preparation campaign in
earnest with both morning and af-
ternoon practice. The manner in
which the people flocked to the park
to see the players in their training
stunts speaks well for the success of
the season. Although the going on
the tetel.- was -heavy- the -player,- wen
at their tasks with a vim and ginger
that showed their, hearts were in the
work. The class of work put up by
the men is of a character that pleases
everybody that has seen them.—Cairo
Bulletin.
A Tryout for Vincennes.
The first practice of the season was
had at the park Tuesday afternoon.
Manager Kolb took Mitchell, Wilker-
son, oran and Wheeler to the park
and some little time was spent in
practice work. Although the ground
is still quite damp, all of the men
showed tip fine. The most surprising
thing brought mit in the practice
was the manner in which Mitchell
warmed up. Although Mitchell was
laid up a great part of last season on
account of his arm, his playing oi
Tuesday was such as to indicate that
he was never in better condition than
now, and' one would never know that
he ever had a sore arm.—Vincennes
Commercial.
New League Under Way.
. The New Era of Hopkinsville says:
All the cities which have been ap-
proached by Frank Bassett with the
view of joining the western Kentucky
and Tennessee baseball league have
all rec.ived the proptition with
a
much favor and it is confidently ex-
pected that the league will ue form-
ed and ready for the opening early in
May. The towns which will prob-
ably be in the circuit are Hopkins-
ville, Madisonville, Henderson, Ow-
ensboro, Bowling Green, Russellville,
and Mayfield, in Kentucky, and per-
haps Clarksville, Tennessee.
Will Boycott Hoppe.
The young billiardists iather acts
like a man bent upon killing the
goose that laid for him a golden egg.
A special to the Republic from New
York says:
The representatives of the Bruns-
wick- Balke-Collender Company were
invited to pay a visit to the father of
the lliard champion at his new
academy in Tbistieth street. When
they appeared Hoppe, Sr., said to
them:
"What do you expect to do for
Willie in the tournament next week?"
"What do you me.an?" asked one
of the representatives of the com-
pany.
"Why, how about the financial ar-
rangements?" continued the elder
Hoppe.
"Willie goes in on just the same
basis as every other player, and if
he wins, gets just as much out of it
as any other player who is success-
ful," was the reply.
"Not much," replied Hoppe, senior,
"Willie gets $5,000 for playing in the
tournament, or he doesn't go in. I
intend that he shall make as much
out of it as any other player."
"Well, he does," was the emphatic
rejoinder. "There is not the slight-
est discrimination as to the winnings
of the players engaged."
"How about Cure," said Hoppe. '
"He plays on exactly the same
terms as 'Schaefer," wig the reply,
"or as Slosson, or as any other man."
"Hle gets paid for coming, doesn't
her insisted the head of the Hoppe
"Only his expenses, was the an-
swer, "and Willie's contract with us
calls for expenses when hs leaves the
city, but it doesn't provide expenses
in New York, and yo e don't think we
would be foolish enough to pay his
housekeeping bills when he is at
home, do you?"
"Then Willie doesn't get $5.000r
"No," was the emphatic reply.
"Then he doesn't play in the tors-
nament," said Hoppe.
Today the players *ho are to coin-
pete 'next week for hte championship
of the world met at the office of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender people to
arrange the preliminaries. All were
represented in person or by someone
competent to agree to the details ex-
cept Hoppe.
It was decided unanimously by the
players that under no condition will
any one of them meet Hoppe in a
challenge game after the tournament
to play for the championship of the
world at 18-inch balk line, two shots
in, unless 'Hoppe shall decide to com-
pete in the matches to be played next
week. This practically puts a boycott
against the youngster on the part of
all the best billiard players of thr
world.
LONG CUT-OFF
Will be Built by Southern Railway—
Involves Purchase of K.
and T. Road.
Plans have been completed by the
Southern railway for the 'construction
of sixty miles of railroad connecting
the Cincinnati, New Orleans and Tex-
as Pacific railroad with the Tennes-
see Central which will cut off eighty
four miles of the Southern railway's
line between Cincinnati and Nash-
ville. The deal involves the purchase
of the Kentucky and Tennessee rail-
road, construction of which was te
nun about a year ago by Cincinnati
capitalists who own extensive min-
eral rights in Smitheastern Kentucky
and Northeast' en Tennessee. A
-tori-
struct the road was received at the
Louisville offices of the Southern
railway yesterday.
The new line will begin at Stearns,
which is a small way station on the
Cincinnati. New Orleans and Texas
Pacific, between Burnside and Sloan's
Valley. The line will extend from
Stearns to Johnston Stand, on the
Tennessee Central, which is near
Monterey, Tenn. A charter to build
a railroad through this section of
Kentucky and•Tennessee was secured
more than a year ago.
The incorporating company con-
structed about ten or twelve miles of
the road and gradually has been ex-
tendittg its line as their business war-
ranted and as the lumber it reached
was cut out, The original intention
of the incorporators was to make a
lumber route of the road until it
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WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO'
OFFER YOU.
:::========misauns
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhje
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
.. Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
We carry 'a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
• ar.d Window Shades in all colors.
, A large line of roofing and build-
log papers, canvass and tacks.
e7_1AL: etsiZ2KtUnia=2111Mait=fnraM•
C LEE, 315 hav.
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MOM, flINUR & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 sourti 111IRD ST. PADUCAH. Kit.
CENT IS AIL IT WILL MST TN:=... ikerlav.r111AShellerlorucatalogue=111111Z2IS at =lit
=LOW any othat=ror=lor ha the •
DO NOT BUT A ennui' fr- ."4".at soy trim,
Unit srrYZ =Ws" reirtIVeritgr aPirtLuistew-vg:adeiragir &t weimaMenetsenat umade i,. wits tatisib;ier gr reloossiUngrblef LOW"
direct to with so 'a mode&
!ErartrITIZ meherni a anal &Oda& Poplars Freight and
and make other liberal team which 00 other
bowie ha the wield will You wilt Mara everything and get much valu-
able information by simply writing us • postaL
We seed • Ifilsipagpitre is every toms and east over as opportunity
tO Maks motley to suitable young tom who apply id once.
$11 0 IPIINCTIME-141110F TillES0 N LY$4.80
-80 per pair. $ 80 , ,F -TPail.— - . 
• Ilatrodasms a
MUM MKS
Olt GLASSa NOWT Lel
foie Our nil Ain
(CASH WITH ORDER 1114.50
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 55 years experience in tire
snaking. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Tee Ihnikel Thomas' pales ainv hi actual use. Ow
esvielyars Theesand pairs soli last par.
we will Sell
Noilloa Dm thick rubber tread.
"A" and pnuotare strips "if"
and "IX" also rim strip "11"
to prevent rim cutting. This
titre will outlast any other
make—tairT, IICLASTIO mad
LAST RIDING. a
Ipiel=rareattty of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures,
,r Made to all sizes. It is lively and easy riding. very duvable and lined inside
Without allowing the air to escape. We have hiudreds rrf letters from satisfied customers %tiding.
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in a whole semen. They weigh so more than
WI Ordiaary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given Ime several Myers of thin, specially,
fabric on the tread. That "Holding Beek" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphad
soft roads is crvercome by the patent "houWet Weave" tread which prevents alt air from beint
squealed out between the tire and the road thus overcomiag all suction. The regular price of these
*er iiiikeo per pair, but for advertising rposes we are making a vecial factory price to the rider
or only (4.Se per pair. All orders day fetter is rieveA We ship C.0_15. on &plumes!.
You do not pay a cent until yen and found them Aridly as repreaceted.
We will aMir .auk dlommill of y Wid (thereby Isaking the price MI.65 per pair) Wyss sendiir=sw
CASK WW1 Mel= this adrertimisseat. We will also, send mur nickel
brew hand pump and two. mutat illiatture closers cm tall paid sabre (these metal
re closets to be wad in cow hatesittonal knife eats or heavy gashes). Tern to be returned
ft expense if for any TOMOS they are laot satisfactory on wandnation.
Iliankar, or 'mishit Aga* or tha haler of this, paper about us. If you order • oak ol
We art reliable sad Money sena to a• is as aide as in • bank. Aa your Postmaster.
SIM tires, you will Rod thug -they will ride seater, run Warr, weer better. lost mom ima 
loot
SOW than any tire you however used or seen at say price. We know that you will be sowell pleased
that when yen want a bicycle ivill give us your order. We want you im send ma a mall trial
Indor at nem hence tide bier the oiler.
1/0A$M016011111111011111MtAtilrito the bicycle lineP:rirlAy ue
rts 
llet harliron:oill
pricer deluged by dealers add wen. Write for our big MN DRY catalogue,DO Ole TWINY Or werniero .3
of glows say they)11101160111i of ars we are making. It °sly oasts • postal to Ma
ra everything. Write it NOW. it
fil
They Do Pinch. 00 NOT wrAtir tryczr: :isafr at tierostal : anyonNe milli you know the new •
than they did five years ago.
Women have become more athletic
but they insist on wearing the same /Ascribe For ihe Register
number of gloves.
and tf,in hands have grown larger,
e
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PUB SHED BY THE
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1kt Xegister Building, 533 Ilroadwel4
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further irtVestigation revealed that
, there was something entirely wrong,
not on the part of Mr. Honer, but
the men he represented. The real
design, we learn, was_to put in here
old machinery that had been dis-
carded in another mill. Of course
our people then dropped out of line.
Had the Eastern people succeeded
in out-of-date machinery they would
have scooped Hopkinsville's $8o,o0o,
and where would our people have
landed?"
It is stated, however, that the
people of Hoplcinsville have learned
much about a cotton mill, and the
local people now intend to organ-
ize a company and build a mill
themselves. This plan is the best
for litcities to pursue, Tor it is an
easy matter to take money and get
the right kind of men and ma-
chinery to make such mins a suc-
cess.
,A Grand Jury's Power.
In the matter of the power of a
grand jury, the Louisville Post in
commenting on the charge of a New
York judge, seems to have fully cov-
ered, the case. The Post says:
"Judge Gaynor, in a charge to a
New York grand jury, so clearly de-
scribed the functions of the grand
jury that they may be well reproduc-
ed here for the benefit of citizens
who may be called to serve in this
capacity. Judge Gaynor said:
"'You, gentlemen, stand at the
threshold of all criminal procedure.
You are drawn from the people, and
you represent them. You exclusively
must exert your power. No law, no
court, no judge, no official of any
kind or description can interfere with
you in that power and deprive you of
the right you now possess. Grand
jurors are the watchmen of civiliza-
tion.
"'The law does not deal with pref-
erences or personalities. The great
underlying principle of the impartial
administration of the law is without
regard to persons or position. If
these rules are violated in one in-
stance they can be violated in other
instances. If a law be directed to
protect one man it can be diverted to
condemn another. It operatts
through fixed rules, and not through
passion, prejudice or favor.'
"The Evening Post has said some-
thing of this kind heretofore as a
layman; these words come from the
bench.
"The judiciary department of the
goverinnent derives 46 just powers
from the peoplkr distinctly as the
legislative or executive depart-
ment. Together these three consti-
tute government.
"The citizen acts as if he had no
part in the conduct of the judiciary,
but as jurorman, grand and petit, the
rule of law and the maintenance of
justice are in his hands.
"Jury, service is the most important
servicedemanded of the citizen, and
in that service he Siould be as jeal-
ous of his powii is is a member of
congress or any executive officer.
"As a grand juror he is instructed
by a judge as to his duties. In the
performance of those duties the
grand juror is not the servant of the
commonwealth's attorney, but the of-
ficer and his assistants, the clerlic
and sheriffs and all their deputies are
aids to the jury in the conduct of its
important and jrnpertgive duties.
"The usual troithle it that jurymen
and other officere of he court imag-
ine that personal wishes or relations
may be considered in_the conduct of
their public dutie,s, 'Tlia law does not
deal with.prefetenceif,‘or personali-
ties." It" does 94 stipter what a
juryman thinks ofhtteAunday law or
eambline or stuffing ballot boxes; he
has to MI with the violations of the
laws, and when he finds that any man
has violated the law, a grand juryman
must insist on the indictment of that
man.
"Grand jurors are the watc'hnten
of civilization.' Above all other of-
ficers, ,they are the guardians of •the
law and the up holdout of order in
any community. Other iacompetent
and indolent officers shield them-
selves behind the grand jury. Until
a grand jury indicts, no man can be
tried."
Same Old Game.
It often occurs that cities in ttest
of new industries run up against
"skin games," and judging from an
article in the yesterdays Kehttickian
the city of Hopkinsville was fortun-
ate enough to discover that the
cotton mill project was not what it
was represented to be. It seems
that it was the same old game of
unloading a lot of worn out ma-
chinery on the stockholders. This
.paragraph from the Xentuckian tells
the whole story:
"But the gentlemen most interest-
-ed were not to e caught by a
glittering bait and sent a man to the
other end of the line to learn who
were doing tlie angling. First in-
dications were not favOrable, and
Board of Public Works' Position.
In the matter of the appointment
or selection of the market master,
wharf master and sewer inspector,
the position of the board of public
works might be misunderstood by
some of the members of the general
council.
In the charters of cities of the
first-class and third-class, the legis-
lature specifically provides that the
board of public works shall appoint
the heads of the respective depart-
ments under its supervision and
control, and the same power is im-
plied in the charter of second-class
cities.
But this is not the point that con-
cerns the local board of public
works, for it cares but little for the
distribution of offices, in truth it
would prefer not to be annoyed by
applicants for the places. The point
which concerns the board is that it
is given the supervsion and control
of the market houie, wharves and
sewers, and is held responsible for
those utilities, yet the men who are
in direct charge of works are to
supervise and control the utilities,
the board should also have control
of the employment and discharge of
the men in direct charge of those
utilities. Under those conditions
the board will not only be responsi-
ble for the utilities, but the conduct
of the men in direct charge as well.
This is a plain reasonable business
proposition.
There Tletsts ro dispositon to as-
sume any of the', duties of the gen-
eral council. As the representatves
Of 'iflë People- that body has full
power to 'inquire into and investi-
gate every office and department in
the city from the mayor clear on
down to laborers on the streets.
The general council is not only the
legislative body of the city, but it
inaugurates or authorizes all em-
ployment or work to be done, and
then reviews what has been done
when it deems it necessary. To
other departments is committed the
execution of the work, and it is but
just and propes that those depart-
ments should have full control of
the employment and discitarge of
the men connected with them. If
otherwise, confusion and indiffer-
ence is likely to arise and the in-
terests of the city suffer.
in Texas were fearful of an infringe-
ment of the code of ethics and that
the rights of their state would be
endangered hence
is safer to trust
in yellow fever
The struggle in Illinois.
The political warfare now going on
in Illinois between the forces of Sen-
ator Cullom and those of ex-Gover-
nor Yates is bitter in the extreme. It
is Greek against Greek.—machine ver-
sus- machine, for the Cntlom eliqut
iirepresents the Federai crowd of of-
fice-holders and the tee supporters
include the Deneen appointees and
the office-holders appointed by the
ex-governor and held over by Gover-
nor Deafen.
"They are making the fur fly,"
said an old moss-back Democrat,
and whichever way it goes the state
will profit by 'the campaign and so
will the Democratic party. "Why,
them fellows are calling each other
by meaner names and charging more
scandalous doin's than ever our par-
ty leaders were able to think of. You
see it takes a thief to catch a thief."
ADP 
National Quarantine Bill.
The National Quarantine bill
carrying with ft an appropriation-
of half million dollars for use in
Southern cities was carried in the
house through the good,- tradership
of Congressman Williams of Miss.
The Texas delegation with Bartlett
of Georgia and a few republicans
who objected made an insignificant





governments of the coast states.
Free Alcohol Bill.
The chairman of the ways and
means ceimmittee has reported fay-
biably on the bill and it is new up
for passage. There is a great
necessity for free alcohol for use as
a fuel and in art and sciefce and
the report states that judging from
the experience of other Ci!ciintries
there will be no danger eafNee' venue
frauds being practiced as denatured
alcohol is poisonous and cannot be
need as a beverage.
Illinois Primary Law Invalid.
The governor of Illinois has ,been
assured that the late law governing
primary elections is unconstitutional,
and will be declared invalid by the
supreme court. This has thiiown the
Yates-Cullom people into' a state of
alarm. The date of the primaries is
April a& The judges ,must hand
down their decision in time so that
if the new law is illegal there may
be time to issue a call to hold the
spring primaries under the provis-
ions of the old law.
James Howard is now wearing the
stripes of the convict the same as
Youtsey, whose confession in prison
helped convict Howard. The Courier-
Journal says: "Youtsey, some time
ago expressed the wish that 'Howard
should be sent to the Eddyville
branch prison, as he did not want to
come in contact With him. With
both inside the walls of the main
prison, it will be next to imposs'
for them not to meet, but thei is
no occasion, unless they should both
seek it, for them to come in personal
contact."
The Louisville Times remarks:
"Dowie is said by his physician
to be suffering froth pulmonary
trouble, paralysis, dropsy and acca-
sional delirium. He is also suffer-
ing from the effects of a hard fall."
Yes, the poor old fraud and fakir
i3 down and out but alto{ *La, sort
of admiration is due him jcing
the possessor of a scheme and a
gall that enabled him to gull his
tens of thousands and twist mil-
lions of money from their pockets.
With all his faults Dowie it; more
reputable than those weak deludel
followers of his, who now turn on
their old commandese- viltify him
and betray the trusts he reposed
in them.
The reform wave that is sweeping
over the country makes it very haz-
ardous for an official to betray a
trust or accept a bribe.
Give 'Em a Trial.
The Illinois board of arbitration
wants to try and settle the differ-
ences between the Illinois coal oper-
ators and the miners of that state.
COST $35,000
The Loss of Gas Caused That Ex-
pense to Well Owners.
Col. John B. Hall. the re*1 estate
man, yesterday received a letter from
his brother, Mir. B. F. Hall, who re-
sides a few miles from Caney, Kan-
sas, where for several weeks there
burned brightly the natural gas well
that was struck tis• lightning and
thereby ignited. The brother said
that the owners of the well calculat-
ed that they lost $750 per day for
thirty-four days, by the well burning.
as that much gas was lost. In ex-
plaining the 'brightetris .rf the flam-
ing gusher MT. Hall said thal people
five miles away from the well did not
have to use lamps or any artificial
light to brighten their homes at night
for the burning well fursistied all the
illumination needed.
The well fire was extinguished one
day last week.
DECLARE NOMINEE.
Tomorrow is the Time for Holding
Committee Meeting at Princeton.
Tomorrow at Princeton, Ky.,
'there will be held the meeting by the
Democratic committee of the First
congressional district fot the - pur-
pose of declaring 011ie M. James the
party nominee to succeed himself in
congress, inasmuch as nq other as-
pirant entered the race tigt the time
prescribed, last Tuesday.
The district committee is compos-
ed of the chairmen of the county
committees for the cdunties In the
district. As there is nothing to do
but simply declare James the nomi-
I nee, probabilities are not many willbe there, but most of the members
give their prOnies to the few present,
to be voted in favor pf the declara-
tion, which is the only thing to do.
PRECARIOUS TAKEN UP WITH
CONDITION THE CHAIRMAN
REV. ESHMAN RECEIVES DE-
PLORABLE NEWS FROM
PULASKL
Chief James Woods and Stationman
Hollouiell Dumped From a
Buggy Yesterday.
Rev. Eshman, of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church, has received
word from Pulaski, Tenn., that his
father-in-law, Mr. E. E. Reed, is
precariously ill at that place and the
physicians have about given up hope
of his recovery.
One year ago today Mr. Reed,
who is a big cattle dealer, was driv-
ing some stock through a field when
one of the animals broke ..from the
drove and dashed away. M'r. Reed
was horseback and started after the
recreant animal that turned suddenly.
The rider reined his horse quickly to
turn and was thrown off on his
head. For six weeks he was expect-
ed to die, but recovered sufficiently
to get up. Now complications have
developed and his condition is quite
precarious.
Cut in the Neck.
Yesterday morning Pearl Wilson, a
small colored boy, was standing
around Fourth and Broadway, when
some white men gave a white boy $t
to whip the negro lad. The white
chap cut the colored boy in the neck
with a penknife and then decamped,
before it could be learned who he
was.
Dumped Out of Buggy.
Chief James Woods and Member
Ike Hollowell of the fire depart-
ment, drove down the river front
levee yesterday I-ON-look at the high
water, when the chiers- top buggy
overturned and threw both out, but
they escaped with only slight bruises.
The buggy top was wrecked and the
side lights damaged.
Ankle Fractured.
A heavy log at the Ferguson-Pal-
mer mill on South Third street
caught Napoleon Childress, colored,
yesterday and fractured his ankle
painfully.
Confined With Sickness.
Mr. C L. Brunson, the florist, is
confined at his home in Rowland-
town with an attack of illness.
FARMER DIED.
Ffir. James R. Wood Passed Away
Yesterday Morning at Symonia.
Yesterday morning at eleven
o'clock Mr. James R. Wood died
at his home in the Symsonia neigh-
borhood, after a lingering illness
with the infirmitis produced by old
age.
The deceased was a man sixty-
nine years of age and a prosperous
farmer of that vicinity. He is sur-
vved by three daughters and two
sons.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
funeeel services will be conducted,
with interment following at the
Feezor cemetery.
SUPT. LIES WILL HAVE SOME
KIND OF REPORT.
Serious Siteation Presents Itself
From North End of Town—
Baseball Game Tomorrow.
Superintendent Lieb, of the publit
schools, will in a day or two take up
with Chairman Win. Karnes, of the
building committee, for the ooart
education, the question of cOnStft1C1-,
ing the . new building on the North
Twelfth street plot of ground the
trustees own in the Faxon addition.
The superiniendent brotight before'
the Tuesday night meeting of the
board the question of putting up the
new building on this tract of land,
but on account of the absence of
Chairman Karnes of the building
committee, the matter was left over
until he was present. M. Lieb will
not wait until the May meeting of
the board to again broach the ques-
tion, but will now take it up with the
building committee so they can look
into the proposition and be in po-
sition to report next month during
the regular session, whether or not
they dem it advisable to erect the
additional building.
Something has to be done his sum-
mer in the way of putting up a build-
ing, because many families in that
part of town keep their little ones at
home rather than make them walk




It is probable that the first baseball
game of the season will be that to-
morrow between the high school
club and that from the Central Busi-
ness College students. Both clubs
have fine amateur players amongst
the nine and they have been arrang-
ing for the contest that will probably
be pulled off Saturday, as all the ar-
range-relents are nearly completed.
Otie"weele from next Saturday the
Paducah boys of the high school will
meet the Metropolis school team.
Debate Tonight.
The Debating Club of the high
school will this evening give at the
Washington building the debate it
has had to postpone the past two
Friday evenings on account of the in-
clemency of the weather. The sub-
ject for discussion is "Student Gov-
ernment of Schools.'
VAUGHAN HOME.
Former Owners Turn it Over to the
Purchaser. Lee Potter.
Several weeks ago former Sheriff
Lee D Potter bought from Mrs. M.
E. Vaughan the latter's home on
North Seventh between Monroe and
hisdison streets. By the terms of
rchase Mrs. Vaughan is to give
possession by tomorrow, and is now
preparing to vacate. Just as soon as
she does the residence will be moved
into by Mr. Shelton, the foundrymati
of Soieh Third street, who has leas-
ed it as a private home.
—The independent telephone com-
pany is preparing to build its long
distance line to Cairo out of here.
Bicycles.....Bicycles
1906 Models Ready for Inspection.
The "Tribune," 1"Ramble--," "Monarch"
and ̀ `Imperial"
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to see
these fine models. We can save you money 'and offer them with the con-
viction that they are the best Bicycles that Bain, Skill and capital can
produce. ___J, t•,'
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
'etc., at right price*.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
THE OLD RELIABLE.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and 128 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky The.
FINE STATIONERY FOR POLITE
GORRESPONDME
In Boxes or Bythe Pound.
The very latest designs in cloth finish paper with fashionable cut en-
velopes to match. We are making extremely low prices for the next
30 days in order to introduce the new line which we have just put
in stock.
Harbour's, Book Department.
Tickets Nos, 2827, 3138, 3101 were drawn last Friday. We will pay
$1.00 for the first one of the above tickets brought to be. Better
come and see the other numbers drawn Oat.
4.444.44-1-4444++.1-14-14+4-1-1-H-1-11.
Back of -every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First Anstalt Lilo la-
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BE WISE AND Gr.T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PREZ
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST."
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS Or
CLOCKS AND WATC1118.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A4
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GATE TO NATIONAL AS-
Great Throngs OmIthime Attending
Second Baptist Licb Meeting,
--Chards Secketies.
• •
Rev. Eshman of the Cumberlagid
Presbyterian church of elskw4,ss,,Fts-
turned yesterday frogs - -MaYletit!
where he has been
Mayfield Presbytery, which incl
the congregation" pt, paducah.
assembly has been in session sinee
last Tuesday and 'doel etrates
present from.ghgritstabAluashea in
the presbytery in t -iiiir s"Cif the
state.
Before adjOarnmeke action was
taken upen. poskicriwitet-IlYk-# Un-
pertance bearing upon the 16Cal con-
gregation, worm arplian was
selected the .deleily ate of "The preSby-
tery in this 1 of YAW stite.
Before adjournment action was
taken upon nitup, qstions. of im-
rortance bearing upon the focal eon-
gregation04)4le, Rev. Eabman was
selected the delegate of the presby-
tery to /the general assmbly which
rnets the third Thursday of next
month at Decatur, Ill., and will have
present representatives from every
Cumberland Presbyterian church the
United States over.
The Mayfield Presbytery voted to
hold its next semi-annual gathering
st the C. P. church of Liberty, Ky.
Second Baptist Church.
The Second Baptist chyrch was
owded last evening again by a
large throng drawn out to hear the
great sermons being preached by
Rev. E B. Farrar who is conducting
the protracted meeting, with assist-
ance of Pastor E. H. Cunningham.
Many had to be turned away on ac-
count of being unable to procure
even standing room inside. The
talented divine preached on
"Heaven" and it was an eloquent
appeal. Daily the noon gatherings
at the Illinois Central railroad
shops, gather in interest and size
and the workers believe nearly as
much good is being accomplished
--amongst the railroaders, as is done
at the church. Another interesting
and beneficial feature, is the prayer
services conducted each afternoon
at the church. There were a num-
ber of conversions again last night.
The entire public la taking advant-
age of the cordial invitation arrd at-
tending these gatherings.
Church Societies.
The Ladies' Mite society of the
First Baptist church meets this af-
tcrnoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs.
Richard Celina' of screnth and Madi-
son.
The M6ssionary tea for ' Gra.-e
church will be given this afternoon
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in transferring to that board the
power to elect and control these
parties. He was supported in his
motion by Chamblin, Hank and
Hubbard. whiff' Starks, Bell and
Farley went against it. Mr. Miller
cartiid -his point Ind" the 11Setssary
bill was ordereflArafted. Member
Palmer was the absentee from last
nights gathering.
To the street committee was re-
ferred the recommendation of City
Engineer Washington that a seten
foot concrete culvert be placed un-
derneath Goebel avenue in order to
properly carry_ the large accummu-
lation of water that collects in the
gulleys and hollows of that vicinity.
The culvnit wilt carry it off towards
Cross creek which empties into, the
river. Tile affair will cost about
$i,600.
A. G. Gilbert a week or two ago
'offered to sell the city enoughi
. ground to run a 35 fopt street from
Broadway to Kentticky avenue
where Tenth street should go, but
neves has been built. He wanted
$65 per foot fer the ground, and this
was accepted by the board of works,
subject tp ratification, which was
given Monday night by the council.
Now before the aldermen reached
the proposition Mr. Gilbst supple-
ments his original offer by stating
he wants the ifistj per and also
that the city pay r building the1
street through is ivate ground.
cAiways hereto 
1)
, hen a .strect ;$
built the abutting property owners
pay for the cost of it. The alder-
men though decided -to accept his
new titoPoirition to pay the Os per
loot, and the city pay for the street:
This has to go before the council
before it is binding.
The 'Mechanicsburg people filed
with the board their petition, ask-
ing that the street car company be
empowered to run their tracks over
iuto that suburb. The petition was
filed away, vithout anything being
done, as thirelfirst comes up the
question of a new bridge across
Island creek, without which the car
line cannot get over into that
vicin'ty.
Mayor Yeiser presented to the
board his document vetoeing the or-
dinance adopted twice by both leg-
islative boards, ordering that thf
police force be reduced from its
present number of about twenty-
eight men, down to eighteen, exclu-
sive of chief, captain and lieutenant
The mayor expressed himself as be-
lieving the decrease was improper,
therefore vetoed the bill, which was
then passed over his disapproval, by
a unanimous vote and is immediate-
ly effective. The commissioners at
their meeting next Monday night
will have to cut down the depart-
ment, but can increase it to thirty
men after June nth, as upon that
date becomes effective the bill
passed by the recent state lgislature
at Frankfort; authorizing thirty
policemen in second class cities,
which includes Paducah.
Last week the council and alder-
men in . joint meeting elected A.
Bundsman sewer inspector, he being
a laborer at the I. C. shops. Now
at this aldermanic gathering the
plumbers of the city put in a peti-
tion complaining of Bund.smain's
election, on the ground that he is
not a skilled plumber, who is the
only kind of person competent to
inspect, plumbing and sewerage
work. The board, like the council,
simply filed the petition away, with-
out taking any steps to reconsider
Bundsman's election which suits the
city authorities.
The Interstate Odd Fellows asso-
ciation holds its annual gathering
here April a6th, and,.dprinc,the day
a big parade will be given. . The
ledge members invited the alderingen
to gsanicipate in a body in the pro-
cession, and this was accepted.
The boards now have before_them
for adoption, an ordinance directing
that all fuel, bought by the city
shall be weighed over the city scales
by the coal dealers, fn order proper
weight can be gotten by the muni-
cipality. The retail coal dealers
now put in a protest to this meas-
ure and claim if adopted, it will ob-
viate the possibility of a city order
being gotten ay any. dealer main-
taining office and yards out in the
residence part of town, because they
could not afford to compete with
dealers down in town, and, then
go to the extra expense of haul-
ing the fuel way down to the city
scales to he weighed, and make any
profit. Their protest was filed
away, and no action taken.
Chief James. Collins of the police
was directea to immediately build a
pound in which will be incarcerated
stray dogs taken up by the dog
catchers who find canines with no
city license tag attached to them.
City Treasurer John J. Dorian's
monthly report of public finances
was read and filed, while all ac-
counts-• against the city, also_ the
salaries, were allowed. .A
The city's treasury is pretty low
end not much money in it, therefore
the mayor was authorized to bor-
row whatever movey.m necessary to
run the municipale government :until
the first half yffig$ •city,taxes com-
mence coming reo next June.
Member Hank of the finance come
rnittee, read a report of the probable
receipts and expenditures by the
city for this year, showing enough
'Money would not be had to donate
$1.500 to the Commercial club to
help advertising the town. The club
wanted a similar amount from the
county officials but the fiscal court
Wednesday rejected this also.
First adoption was given the or-
dinance prescribing that hereafter
when any fuel, forage or groceries
were bought by any department of
the city they /shall be purchased
from the lowest bidder. In the gro-
cery and forage line orders have
been given to first one and then an-
other dealers, without figures being
considered, but now the lowest
pekes will get "the business.
There was referred back to the
committee for changes, the ordin-
ance exempting from city taxes for
five years, any factory locating here
for business.
The people owning property on
both sides of First .between Broad-
way and Jefferson streets, petitioned
the aldermen to hive that block re-
constructed with brick, when other
thoroughfatas are similarly im-
proved thiei summer. The docu-
ment was received and filed, but
nothing towards re-constructing that
square will be done this year.
The water company was directed to
extend its supply mains front lath
and Broadway out the latter street
to aoth, and then ovr 2th to Jefferson.
A license to open a saloon at 825
South Third street was granted G.
W. Edwards and A. A. Atkins.
There was brought up the question
of rasing the licenses charged saloon-
ists of this city, but the city solicitor
informed the board no raise could be
made. Taking up the proposition ,of
confining all saloons to a certain
dietrict, the board then ordered The
license committee to bring in a rec-
ommendation, suggesting what sec-
tions of /he city saloons shall be
allowed to operate in.
General Agent John Donovan not-
ified the aldermen he would immedi-
ately see that the I. C. railroad
crossings are reelaired at Eleventh
and Broadway, and also at Eleventh
and Jefferson.
The boards have alreaey ordered
that there be laid a sewer leading
from Third and Harrison to the river
front in order to drain the surface
water accurricslating about Third and
Harrison. Now that North Fifth
street is to be paved with brick, the
aldermen instructed that the under-
ground sewer run up Harrison from
Third to Fifth, so the water can be
drained from the latter street also.
The clerk was ordered to give to
Mrs. M. D. Kelly a deed to replace
the one she had burned, trapsferring
an Oak Grove cemetery lot to her,
while the sale of a burying lot by
Mrs. M. L. Berry to Peter Dishon
was ratified.'
Sewerage Inspector A. Bundsman
filed his bond of the Fidelity and De-
posit company, which was arcapte/
while Sani'ary Inspector R. F. Bar'
nett gave J. S. Troutman 111141
Parkins as surety, and Ins1ktdr
Jbhn Muller gave James M. Lang and
Henry Kolb on his bond. All were
ratified.
City Attorney Thomas Harrison
notified the board he had selected the
afternoon Republican Sun as the of-
ficial newspaper o/ this city. It was
ratified. He claimed the two other
papers were not Democratic in mak-
ing his appointment, but the Republi-
can aldermen all looked wise and
knowingly out of the corners of their
twinkling eyes when the appoint-
-ment was read, as much as to say
they knew why it was made, as every
one else does, attempted misleading
statements by the gullible and sus-
ceptible city attorney to the contrary,
notwithstanding.
In each fire department house over
the city the stationmen have a tele-
phone for which they pay out of their
pockets. The aldermen decided this
sli-ould not be exacted from them, and
ordered the city to pay for the
phones.
If Irt 11111 Gaeta that a telephone b
e
placed at the city scales, where none
has existed for‘years.
President Stalks of the board, se-
lected Aldermen Vubbard, Bell and
Miller to meet waft the council
manic
committee and revise the rules and
regulations governing the city legis-
lative boards.
It was ordered that there be 
recon-
structed the sidewalk on Broadwa
y
between Ninth and Eleventh st
reets.
The alley behind the 
Lincoln
teboot 1)01:ling was- ordereali 
opened
for the use of the public.
When the reconstruction of 
differ-
ent streets is taken up this 
spring,
one black to be paved with br
ick is
thgt on Wkshington between 
First
and Second. The wholesalers 
along
there do not want any concrete 
side-
elks, but desire the brick str
eets to
tun right up to their building 
walls,
so wagons can back tip to the 
door
to unload and load their goods 
ship-
ped and received. -This 
matter ,vae
referred to the board of public w
orld,
street committee and city enginee
r
for decision and report.
It was ordered that after the car-
nivals of this spring and fall, the pro-
moters should clean up the strec,
and commons used by them, and not
leave heaps of trash and dirt ../ina
around as they have done heretofore.
It was moved that twelve of the
new city directories being gotten out
by Caron here, be bought by the city,
but this lost.
Alderman Bell wanted, to know
the whereabouts of the ordinance or-
dered to be brought in, creating the
office of city building inspector, and
letting the city electrician look after
the duties of it. It Sten developed
that the reason the building inspector
ordinance had not been drafted was
because there had not yet been re-
ceived from other cities copies of the
laws and ordinances tegulating this
Inspector. -Chief James Wbods of the
fire departments has written for these
FEIST INDICTED
firue Bill Returned Against Nashville
Doctor, Charging Him With
Death of Mrs. Mangrum.
copiesrantd,witess- they arrive he wilt the dead woman; Mrs. Florence
turn them over to the ordinance corn- •, Trousdale, a sister; J. H. Mason, a
mince so there can be taken ex- • brother. and Mrs. Martha Conon',
cerpts' made applicable locally to gov- Miss Cola Collum, J. S. Claiborne,
Cm n the Padiscah•inspector. I G. P. Stone, E. H. Mitchell, Jerry
Thet boar.1 of works was given per- Collins, Dr. Lewis Leroy and De-
mission to let Contractors George tectives Irwin and Dowd.
Gardner and Charles Robertson Doctor Feist was at once arrested
and lodged in jail. He had been at
large on a $to,ogp bond, given beforo
a magistrate whAs the charge was LAWYER
first brought against him. He is
litenlve ralicsb.
take this city's porcupine roller over
to Hopkinsville to level off some
streets under which these contractors
laid the sanitary sewerage system
for that city,
The board then adjourned
LOCKED UP
CHARLES DAVIS HAD TOO
MUCH RED EYE ON
BOARD.
Chief James Collins Ordered to Im-
mediately Build Pound for
Dogs—Other Notes. I
Charles Davis, a steamboat pilot,
was arrested last night shortly be-
fore 12 o'clock and locked up on the
charge of being drunk. He was sit-
ting on the. steps leading to the sec-
ond floor of the Smith & Nag I drug
store at Fourth and Broadway. The
officers woke the man up and tried
to get him to go home, but he was
obstinate and had to be arrested by
Officers Hill and Ferguson.
Alta Mina was arrested last night
by Officers Gourieux and Senser on
the charge of being drunk and disor-
derly.
Open Pound.
Chiet James Collins is preparing to
build the dog pound ri t away, so
as to cre for the stray canines taken
up without city tags on them show-
M'g' the Owners had paid license. The
'aldermen Past night instructed the
chief tate some immediate action.
-
Alieged Bootlegger.
S. H. Hammond, of Carlisle coun-
ty, was brought here yesterday by
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade Brown,
he baying been indicted on a charge
of bootlegging. He gave bond for
his appearance before the federal
court, which convenes here one
week from next Monday.
While we are restling with the coal
strike problem in this country France
has a similar one to deal with, there
being now 8o,000 miners on a strike
in its coal fields. The number bears
but a slight proportion to the strik-
ers in this country, though it is quite
as large in proportion to the differ-
ence in the coal area. The demand of
the French miners is for $1.40 per
day, which is very moderate in com-
parison with that of the American
i ners.
tend to in Arm














"That you had been robbed while
on the train?" broke in the sergeant
interestedly.
"No," said the man, "I found that
I had put my trousers on backward,
and I can't sit down. What I want
is a private place to change 'ern."
'He got it.—Kansa0City Joufneli
number of young Yale alumni
are behind a movement to nominate
Congressman Herbert A. Parsons of
New York city to the seat in the
Yaig corporation to be made vacant
in June, when Senator Depevea
term as fellow ends. There is no
representative of the younger
alumni on the board. '_
a
oLrvER, btresit5AQICOREGOR.
Nashville, Tenn., April' 5.—Anoth-
er sensational chapter was added yes-
terday to the Mangrum murder, case
when the grand jury returned a true
bill, charging Dr. p. Herman Feist
with the murder of MTS. Rosa Mlan-
grum on the night of December 14.
-1, 0. Mlangrum, husband of the dead
woman, is prosecutor in the case.
Eleven witnesses testified before
the grand jury. They were as fol-
lows: J. 0. Mangrum, husband of
prominent in medical circles, and a OFFKINSii
strong legal fight is air icipated in a
day or so when application for bail
will be made.
Mrs. Rosa Mangrum, a very at-
tractive woman, left her home here
on the night of -December 14, last, as
tensibly to take a train for St. Louis
and Chicago. Nothing was heard of
her until several weeks later, when
her body was found in the Ohio riv-
er at Cairo
When she left here she had $1,5o0
in cash, and diamonds worth about
as much more. Neither cash nor
gems have ever been found.
Florist Crunson of 423 Broadway
has received large supply of gold
fish.
Couldn't Sit Down.
"I beg your parcion, but I am in
trouble," said a man whiywas well-
dressed and plainly excited to Ser-
geant Temperly at No. 3 police sta-
tion, Armourdale. "Can you help
me out?"
"I'll do my best," answered the
obliging sergeant. "Sit down and
tell me about it."
"Ikto, I simply can't sit down," said
the man nervously.
"Must be serious to affect you like
that," said the sergeant. "What is
it?"
"You see, t it is this way," said the
man, "I came in on an early train
from the west; and as I got up lat
e,
when the train was but a few minutes
from the Union depot, I dressed in




Room II4-r raterntty Building.
New Phone I T A Oki Phone so,*
NEW TELEPHONE--
SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers Wed by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
751a—Weil, H1. & Sons, Distillery,
Renton road and Mill. t
2414—West, Mks. Ed, Res.„ 1133
N. 12th.
242I—Hill, M. C., Res., 422 Norton
street.
2410—Flowers, W. A., Res.,4420 S.
13th.
1818—Hall, Carl, Res., 325 )11511 St.
Like other commodities, telephone
service should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
sithscribers or five times as many as
the Ind:pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
'times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people fom your home. Call






Office0,306 Broadway Asoftea:Office 385—Residence 1696
GUY NANCE, FRITZ HETTLER, 
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for Sick and Injured Only.
313 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHO
NE 699.








We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
01111118•11•1111111410410640114101114G04111111
Harness'
I $5.00 to $100.00
Per Set.
I We have any style you
want, or will make
- it for you.
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
Paducah Saldlery Company




We have any style you
want, or will make
it for you,
THE NilMOON I'S CASE
BEING DECIDED
(Continued From First Page-'4
=
. ,
Another Batch of Indictments.
delphia and le. ied. Judge Sanders
dismissed the murder charge against
Scott and held him over simply on
the accusation of shooting in sudden
heat and passion. The grand jury
ignored the latter and brought in
an indictment for alleged murder.
Hon. Hal. S. Oorbett was selected
by the court to defend Will Roy,
eliarged wih obtaining money under
false pretense, by stealing a pair of
robber boots from Young Taylor
and selling them to Ikey Ackurrnan,
the second hand dealer, by claiming
the property was his own.
There was set for trial on the
seventh day of the term the indict-
ments charging Herman Shulte with
buying clothing from WeiIle, and
coal from Johnston & Denker, and
giving them worthless checks on the
American-German national bank in
payment thereof.
The grand jury is surely working
with a vim and vigor this term, as
another batch of indictments were
returned yesterday, including two
for alleged murder.
One bill was against Rufus Bron-
son, the negro who is charged with
murdering Will Gills, colored.
Christmas Eve night .at the home ot
Brunson's common law wife on
Eleventh and Norton streets. Brun-
son found Gills at the home of the
formers sweetheart, and pulling a
knife, laid Gill's stomach wide open,
the latter dying in a few hours.
This case is set for the ninth day.
George Dozier, colored, was in-
dicted on the charge of maliciously
assaulting Cora Simms, negress,
several weeks ago at Twelfth and
Madison street.. Dozier had been
arrested some weeks before on the
charge of ravishing the Simrrot
woman's little girl. Dozier came
clear. Then one night later he went
to the Simms home and wanted to
spend the night there, but was re-
fused. Becoming angered at the
woman, he knocked her down with
a brick, hit her in the head with
an axe, broke her arm, and other-
wise injured her. She laid up in the
city hospital many weeks as re-
sult of the severe injuries. This
case is set for the 8th day of the
term.
An indictment for murder was
brought in against Clarence Powers,
colored, who killed George Miller,
colored, at the Charles Smile
saloon on Kentucky avenue between
-,--%, First and Second streets. Powers
kept bar in the saloon where he
slept, while Miller worked in the
restaurant and resided out on South
Seventh. One morning Miller went
down to work and had to awaken
Powers on the inside of the saloon.
before Miller could get in. Powers
Warne. aggcred at this, some words
resulted, and Powers picked up his
revolver that sent three bullets into
Miller's bead and produced immed-
iate death. On the gth day of the
term this proceeding will be heard.
Malicious cutting, was the charge
in the indictment brought in against
John Alexander, colored. His wife
Sallie Alexander, claims he cut her
during a fight. For the 7th day this
Was let.
.. Charles Kinchlow, colored, W a 3
'indicted on the charge of malicious-
ly assaulting !ma King, negress, and
•, this case was docketed for next
week. The King woman charges
ti-at two years ago she was passing
the mouth of Hoffman's alley that
opens on Washington between
- Seventh and Eighth streets. She
claims Kinchlow knocked her down
and took money from her. He
escaped and was caught only a few
weeks since at Fulton, and brought
0. back here.
—."-- '-Etijah RC•frU, -was indicted -on The-
accusation of Oma McGraw, who
claims he stole a $25 watch belong-
lug to McGraw.
• Mar Continuances.
A large number of ea.cs were
continued by Judge Reed until the
next term of court, the names and
charges being as follows; Frank
Stevenson, John Cress, Alfred Hen-
ley, Sam Henley, George Pool,
James Neely, Sam Brown, J. R.
Schatiffer, Henry Wilson, J. J. Earn-
i hardt, Sam Story, • Richard Allen,
Henry Haden, gambling; Burnley
Jones, Malicious destruction of an-
other's vegetables; Ed Peadsion and
  Mitchell, furnishing liquor to
minor; Will and Ed Harris, breach
', of the peace; James A. Bloodworth,
one case charging him, with main-
, taining a saloon in nature of 3
nuisance, two charginf him with
selling liquor without atilicense• and
one charging him with furnishing
liquor to a minor; W. C. Standford,
suffering gambling at his place of
- business; Red Watson, Viola Marka,
, Lula Harris, Lucy Augustus and
?
Lizziejaard, running bawdy houses;
Dick cker, Novy 'Burnley and
• Claire Anderson, disturbing public
t+orsItip; Luc! Tucker, breach ,A ,CIINSENG IN MAINE.peace.
There were also continued until
the next term the indictm-entS-tharg-
ing B. Dick Davis, Dr. C. E. White-
sides, W. B. Smith, J. S. Bordeaux
and W. B. Kennedy with acting as
an agent for an investment com-
pany, without first procuring license
from the slate. They were all
officials of Cie Paducah Home Pur-
chasing conilemy which broke under
such exciti: g circumstances year
before last.
Civil Docket.
Judge Reel yesterday filed a
judgment in the suit of Maggie
Seibert again. t- Mary B. E. Grief,
wherein a centroversy existed over
some property on Kentucky avenue.
Sheriff John Ogilvie reported the
sale of defendant's property to sat-
isfy a judgment given in favor of
plaintiff in the suit of C. L. Green
against W. D. Cline, the mattress
man formerly this city.
Tc' Docket.
The charge. t for trial today
are the following; Henry Holloway,
murder; Fred Cooper, malicious cut-
ting; James Bradshaw, burglary,
and George Brown.
CHEEK WILL
LAST DOCUMENT OF THE
CEASED DIVINE FILED
FOR PROBATE.
Amended Petition Lodged in Action
Where Sarah Hodge Wants
Property Divided.
Yesterday in the county clerk's of-fice there was filed and probated thewill of the late Rev. John ,S. Cheek.,pastor of the First Baptist church,who died several weeks ago. Thedocument was written November 8th,1904, by the deceased while he wasliving in Russeklville. Ky. He decrees
that everything be possessed shall goto his wife, with the exception of
$too that she at her will is to give
to the Foreign Mission board of the
Southern Baptist church, at Rich-
mond, Va. In his will he touchingly
appeals to his boys to lead upright,
Christian lives. He closes the paper
by committing his soul to Jesus
Christ.
On the will being probated Mrs.
Cheek qualified as administratrix and
took charge.
Dt•ision of Property.
There was sled in the couoty court
yesterday an amended petition in the
suit of Sarah •Hodges, who wants
property out in the county divided
between herself and other joint own-
ers.
Property Sold.
There was yesterday filed with the
county clerk for record a deed show-
ing that Trustees Arthur Y. Martin
and Cecil Reed, of the Dr. IL T.
Hessig bankruptcy proceeding, had
transferred to Hi Well & Son, for
$6,000, the Hessig distillery in Me-
chanicsburg.
T. G. Miller transferred to 0. L
Miller for $ys, property on the Pool
road in the county.
WON ESTATE
FRIENDLY SUIT FILED YES-
TERDAY FOR SETTLE-
MENT.
The Late Mr. Benjamin Wisdom
Was the Wealthiest Gentleman
of This Lay.
In the circtfit court yesterday
there was filed a suit that looks to-
ward settlement of the estate of the
late Benjamin H. Wisdom, who
dnring life was one of the wealth-
iest men in this section of the state,
and considered the richest of Padu-
cah. The litigation that looks to-
wards winding up the estate was a
feiendly action, and was institutca
by George C. Wallace. and Rev.
\V. H. Cave against Wallace and the
remainder of the heirs.
Mr. Wisdom died about five or
six years ago and left three chil-
(!ren, Mts. George . C. Wallace of
this ay, Mrs. Charles J. Bronston
of Lexington, Ky., and the late Mrs.
W. B. Cave of this city. His, only
son was Mr. Henry Wisdom of
Texas, who died some years ago.
On death of the wealthy gentleman
his two sons-in-law. Messrs. Wal-
lace and Cave were made executors
of the estate.-
The present heirs to* the estate
are Mesdames Wallace and Bron-
'torn the children of Mrs. Cave, and
the children of Mr. Henry Wisdom.
The action just looks toward
separation of the property which
lies in many sections of the country.
DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A :MALT,PORT113111.
Studeat of a University Law Schoolin Bangor, Maine, Finds a
Mysterious Source of
Riches.
If a rich vein of gold-bearing quartshad been discovered on the side ofWhitney's mountain the rush of for-tune seekers would not have beengreater than it has been to Sarsaparillagully during the last few weeks, ow-ing to the finding of ginseng in greatquantities in the gravelly soil on thegully banks, says a recent Newburg(Me.) report.
The pioneer in the business is Johnhi Thurlough, a student at the Uni-versity of Maine law school, in Ban-gor. Last year it was noticed thathe joined in none of the Saturdaygames played by the students.
The reason Thurlough assigned forabsenting himself every Saturday wasthat he wanted to go to his home inFairfield and pass the Sabbath withhis parents, though it was noticed thathe never left his boarding place onrainy Saturdays. Further research de-veloped the fact that he was buyingexpensive sets of law books and fillinghie, room witA _costly furniture.
Finally, when he bonght a WOpiano and had it installed in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of hissuction access to riches, and most ofthe innatry had something to talkabout for • year to come. The =Pla-nation made by young ?haringh wasvery simple.
He had an aunt living in Newburg,and one day when he was calling onher the family went to Sarsaparilla gut-ley to dig roots for the usual springbitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla guiley had gone throughthe county ypars before.
By sprouting whole corn and them
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarnaparilla root andspruce brush and cheeherberry leavesand sugar, and then adding yeast and
letting the compound ferment, Um resi-
dents were able to reach • condition
of absolute health.
As young Thuriough helped to Ma
the health-giving roots he noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla, and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, be took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were ginseng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having a good working knowledge
of the law, young Thuriough bonded
the land lying on either side of the
gully • and spent all of his spare Ulbe dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which there was a quirk sale at
$2.60 a pound. By remaining silent
eoacerning his source of revenue, the
law student cleared up about $10,001
last year, and sold his provisional
lease to a Boston company for $8,001
In cash.
It le maenad that the company has dui
and sold ginseng roots valued at
000 the past Simon. and now that tii•
affair is no longer a secret, hundredt
of eager people are hunting Dixstion•
and Newburg hills la the hope of
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with unsatis
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies rood for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park walkingalong the east side of the Bronx rivetnot far from the subway entrance have
been interea4.ed In a circular net thatwas placed in the stream a few day,
ago. It was put there, reports the
New York Sun, for the double our
pose of supplying fish dinners to the
birds of *the zoo and specimens foi
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the bank lea&out to the net, which is funnel shaped
with the large end inshore. The doh
coming to the bank to feed eater the
mouth and naturally swim back into
deep water, but they find the net nar-
rowing, and when they slide through
the small hole In the end of the fun-
nel. they are trapped within a target
not-Ortlia -Name -11reie: --The net is
about 15 feet long and four feet wideat the mouth.
Carp and suckers weighing from a
quarter of a pound to three porinds
have been taken in this Way for the
benqit of the zoo eagles. cranes and
vultures. The kee?ers say that the
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and bass captured
are sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibited, or in emergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and Mud
turtles wander into the net.
It Was All Over.
"No more will I hear his footsteps
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And too old parlor light will never
burn low for him sp.o.i."
"You don't mean it '
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
Sit on this iuf ii -ye rights a week
and call me pet names as he has beendoing for the past two years."
"I am astonished."
"And to-night I am going to born al).the old love letters in my trunk.""B—but why are you going to din.:lard him"
"Discard him? Why, you goose,am going to magry him l"--OolumbuiDispatb.
did IISH HELL OF 1812.
Baltimore Mara Brings Up In Ifish
Net Belie of the itev-
elution.
An Interesting relic of the war Of 11111was ret.eutly 11,tuled from the depth of:.`airtis bay in a fish seine by B. R. Stull,of this city, gays the Baltimore Ameri-can. The relic is a shell which is sup-posed to have been dropped overboardfrom one of the British warships whicaassailed Baltimore.
He took the shell to Fort McHenry,where the ordnance ofBcers pronouncedit a shell of English malse, and also in-formed Mr. Stull that it was loaded. Mr.Stull was determined to find out whatwas inside, and. placing It under water,he carefully bored through the bellmetal cap. When the cap was removedabout a gill of black powder, which is togood condition, came out. Tilers wassomething else inside, so Mr. fitull con-tinued to dig, and at last dislodged 17$leaden bullets, each about five-eighttaof an luck in diameter, which had beenfirmly embedded in brimstone.
The shell Is live and Ave-eighths
inches in diameter and, with its coo-
tents, weighs 22 %I pounds.
It was also learned by Mr. Stun thatthe wooden cap was a portion of theshell, the method of shooting the shellbeing to place the cap on the anon, witha ruse leading through the cap and thebell metal to the Interior of the shell.The powder charge for the gun was theneither tied or wrapped around the out-side of the wooden cap and the whoieplaced in Um gun. When the latter was
discharged the powder ignited the fuse,which In turn carried • spark to thepowder La the shell. Tlie spark reach-ing the brimstone caused a gas tofonn, and this settioded the Shell, theleaden bullets causing _the destruction
GUILD OF "CRAPE PULLERS"
New Line of Business That Is
Worked in Connection with
the /florist's.
^Crape pullers get a SO per cent.commignicni." said the conservativeflorist "That commission comes ofLb. flowers, though," he added, sneertag,
'What is a crape puller?"
"A crape puller is • man who,watching the death notices in theaewspapers. calls on all the bereavedfamilies and solicits orders for flow'set for the funeral. We call such aman a maps puller contemptuously,pretending that be gets indoors byyanking the crape which hangs fromthe door Mil.
"A good many florists encouragecrape" pulling—in fact, live on ItThey have booklets, illustrated withphotographs, that tail all about thevariety; designs they maks. Withthem booklets the crape puller cansolicit orders in an Intelligible way.We ocinsgrottives don't samaras*maps pulling. We consider it unseein-ly and indecorous in the first place,sad in the second place, since the bigcommission comes not out of thepocket at the florist, but oS the or-der of the purer, we eonsider it aLittle dishonest But death La Crapewith as. "orbits musk live. The newguild at the crape pullers grows byhundreds weekly."
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska Rancher Has Heating Ap-
paratus Put in Poor
Structure.
Nowadays you're likely to find amodern heating plant in almost saycorner of the world, so matter bow remots it may be, said a representativeof a prominent beating appliance man-ntsotory.
Not so very long ago our companywas asked td make an estimate forputting in a modern steam plant In asod house on a lonesome Nebraskaranch. I saw the house, and while itsexterior was not very prepossessing.
its Interior was most comfortably fit-
ted up and furnhitied. It had six
rooms, I think, all of thew liberal issize, and fitted out in a modern way.
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money. He
merely hadn't got around to building
a wood, stone or brick residence. His
sod house is located about 40 mile,
from a railroad and In a lonesome
stretch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement.
Wife (returned from church to hem
husband, _who_liad ctatayeat home)—
You should Lave heard Dr. Doe's ser
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know whet anything haa made such
a profound Impression on ma I
think it will make a better woman of
me as long as I live.
Husband—oid you walk home?
"Oh, no; I took a ear, and, do roe
know, John, the contluctor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved a
nickel. Wasn't I lucky?"--Chleago
Jou rnaL
Parsimony in Church.
Tho picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously declar-
ing, in the course of the familiar
hymn, that "were the whole realm of
nature his, it were an offering fat
too small," at the same time grop
ing in the recesses of his trousers
for the threepenny bit w.h he knows
to be there.—Vanity Fair.
Linguistic "Hellos."
The long-distance telephone system
in Berlin reaches distant capitals like
St. Petersburg, Vienna, Parts, Robletrend Brussels. The operators are most-ly .women who are proficient in thelanguages of the principal mutiniesof Europe. These highly trained andwell-educated women are employed atModest salaries. _
CANNON STOPS RAIL.
SATISFACTORY RESULTS OF EX-
PERIMENTS IN FRANCE.
Damage from Storms Absolutely
Checked in Looallties Where
Firing Has Been
Done.
The cannon defense against hail
forma the subject of a report to the
stabs department by (tufted States
Consul Covert at Lyon, France. The
Hail Cannon society of Limas has
prepared a report on the use of the
cannon during the past year. The re-
port deals with the experience of 28
cannon-firing societies, which used 462
cannon in a number of storing. It ap-
pears that during the 16 years prior
to the use of cannon the losses from
hail amounted to about $3,088,000, and
that during the five years In which
cantle* nave been in use in the same
territory the lessee were but $169,411.
During the year 1904 the same com-munes sustained no losses whatever,
a fact attributed entirely to use of
cannon. The writer of the reportsays:
"We base our confidence in the
efficacy of the firing on the fact thatthe thunder and lightning ceased, thewind abated and the clouds dbmp
peared under the firing of the cannon,
and a mild fall of rain and soft snow
succeeded. Thas• tACta are undenia-
ble."
The report reviews the results of
the firing in 28 storms during the
months of April, lay, June, July and
September. The results are generaliy
he same---nessation of the thunder
and HAI:Msg, dispersion of the clouds
and • slight fail of min and snow.
Where no cannon were used the hal)
fell sad caused serious damages. "The
communes not defended by cannon
suffered enormously." In speaktag of
one storm the report says:
"'this storm wac literally arrested
at the east on the boundaries of the
Sting. In the northwest and a little
distant.* from the cannon a burricane
swept over the country with violence,
everywhere causing rest damage"
The report contains invent pages
on the storm of July 22, 1904, which
caused great damage In some parts of
the country sot protected by the can
non. This hurricane caused incalcu-
lable damage in 29 communes. Two
communes, Losanne and Belmont,
were entirely desolated, "but they lad
but a few minion, one six and the
other eight. They are separated by
a great distance trott3 the eonatry that
Is provided with cannon." The mayor
ef Luanne, who is the presidut of
the society for defense against the
hail, wrote at his neighbors fouad
themselves upon the edge of the com-
munes where there was no defense
again* the ball and were rouble to
resist a storm of such violence. He
says: "Dttring the first few minutes
of the storm the firing was followed
by the tailing of a few soft hallatoses,
and everybody noticed, even in that
general storm, that the tbun 1- r and
lightning diminished as the firing eon.
tinned, and that -the dhatnution Waacaused by the cannon." In ,several
places all trues of vegetation disap-
peared sad the consternation was
great in the wine-growing communes.
The mayor of Belmont reports that
the tiring was powerless in his com-
mune on account of the small number
of comma.
The report mentioss several locali-
ties whets tbe firing was very active,
sad it says the hail was checked when
the firing commenced. In the country
knows as Arbresie there were, from
all accounts, but few cannon in use,
and the destruction from hall was
widespread and disastrous.
In the great 13eaulotiis wine die-
(net, where the country "fairly brie
tied with cannon," the farmers say
that they found It asoessary to fire
cooly on the boundaries of the large
vineyards, and that, as a rule, but
very little firing occurred in the cen-
ter of the Said. The consul says he
has met a dozen or more large wine
growers who assert emphatically that
they have not the remotest doubt of
the efficacy of the cannon to destroy
the hall in the clouds and to turn itinto a mild rain.
"The use of cannon against thebail," says Consul Covert, "will un-
doubtedly continue in France until
some authority appointed by the gov-
ernment shall assume control of the
experiments and demonstrate its Im-potency, if such a thing be possible.
The farmers of, Arbressie, where but
few cannon were used, are preparing
to wage a more effective campaign
against the hall next year. Their
president and the other officers of their
societies are of the opinion that the
sole cause of their losses this year
was the failure to use a sufficient
[Amber of cannon."
The 'Strain of American Life.'
April 16, 1888.—Speaking of the
"strain of American life," W. de.
dared that "every man Is trying to
outdo every other man—giving up
modesty, giving up honesty, giving up
generosity, to do it; creating a war,
every man against every man; the
whole wretched bluffness falsely keyed
by money-ideals, money-politics,
money-religions, money-men."----"With
Walt Whitman in Camden," in U.
tury.
Force of Habit
,Aneording to the New York Sun, a
physician started% *model insane asy-
lum With a special ward for crazychauffeurs and motorists.
"But I don't see any patients," said a
visitor to whom the automobile ward
was shown.
"Oh." the physician replied. "they're
Ill under the cots tieing the slats."
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E MULCAHY'S RISE CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE
' IT HP= GREAT DI&
COMFORT.
the days when the Mulcahys
in the "Patch," Mulcahy, senior,
Men the dominating fore* in the
&old.
lathy worked faithfully at the
Muse year in and year out until
4 amassed a savings account that
seated comparative wealth. Then
se, in the guise of the superintan-
of a stone quarry, knocked at the
of the cottage down in the
di," with the announcement that
•wner of the quarry was gallon'
II It at • moderate price.
th the advent of prosperity there
eo the Mulcahy girls the natural
sib better their residence. They
arded their mother oontinuously.
ii she would say was, "Yell have
k hiraselL" "Himself" announced
a growl every time that the sub-
Fad Wmaalkod a) hint that the old
had been good enough for their
,er and their father and that it
ti have to be good enough foe
t tbeir constant pleading* and
dahlia= finally won from their ,
F a reluctant consent to purchase I
kee more suited to their improved '
nu. Marion, who had been Mary
Janette, who- had been Julia.
Marguerite, who had been Maggie,
deeded on a, residence la aa
n neighborhood fronting a small
way.. Mn. MuleahY packed her
telonginte *Rh • deb. The con-
the pause bad been shifted froze
nisi So the three daughters. She
deufsil trouble, for Saes supervie
was certain to be more personal
that of her husband had been.
DIA morning WI night it waa taut-
ig In the house of Mulcahy. The
girls were dimanteated. They
• not even acknowledge to them-
e that the real reason for their
list Was the fact that the society
h they had expecte6 to be gladly
Ted in, once they had left the
oh," had taken absolutely no nor
of them. Not one of their new
Libor' had called on them. When
sauntered forth in the afternoons,
• in their finery, they met no one
knew them. They were lonely.
erately lonely. They threw all the
is for their lack of social osmoses
heir poor mother. Their childish
4 of their father prevented them
daring to correct him. Jeremiah
hilly hated the elaborately (lew-
d rooms of his new mansion.
taybe it's all right, Mary Ann," be
dubiously to his wife, "but I'd
a place where I could smoke in
is. Mary Ann won't let me smoke
he parlor and Julia won't let me
he in the library, and Maggie
't let me smoke on the porch, and
lady out yander"—he pointed in
direction of the kitehen—"won't
as set me foot la there at all."
II this did the little old woman
s to endure, until finally her health
way under the strain of tonsil-
' and worry and a real homesick-
tor the place she had railed home
so long. Marion promptly decided
. her mother needed a European
• She suggested It to the doctor
atively. The doctor was one of
few of whom the haughty Merlon
afraid.
think that your mother needs ab-
,te rest and quiet," be told her.
e held an earnest conversation
old Jeremiah with the result that
latter announced that he would ac-
twiny Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
dol not tell one of them where they
▪ going. The three stormed and
ed, but their father was adamant
ot a word did they hear from them
three weeks. By this time they
e in a frenzy of fear lest death had
rtaken the wanderers. Then one
Juliette met down. tewn old Mrs.
y, who had lived next to them In
"latch.' There was no evading
lady. Juliette assumed her most
ii manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
0.111 her first sentence: ."I thought
uere away whole your father and
her were over le the old house."
tie &Id homer' cried Juliette.
inert 3Ise but in the old house'"
tended Mrs. Daly. "And it's a lino
it better your ma .6 since she came.
Appose you'll be r now that
've come home"'
ader cover of the darkness that
It the three slaters went to the old
se that they had sever expected to
!creed to enter again. As Marguer-
opened the door, Mrs. Mulcahy
tad up from her knitting. Jeremiah
toyed kis pipe from between his
II to bid them come in. 'The three
oot waited for the invitation. They
already begun their storm against
citadel of such folly as they maw
ire them. They wept, they scolded,
cajoled, they pleaded, they threat-
d. But Jeremiah and Mary Ann
* unmoved.
It's ours," said the old man, "and
II come here whenever It pleases
You can stay or you can go. We
going to end our days In comfort
a have _what you want. We are
ng to take what we want, tor a
nge. And if you show any mind
to let us, I'll make you come back
▪ and mil the other house. If you'll
Id your own business and leave um
ourselves we'll divide our time be-
en the two places."
larion, who had been Mary Ant.;
Pate, who had been Julia. and Mai
rite, who bad been Maggie, weeps-
the decision of Jeremiak in silence.
old man held the balance of poly-
They hx.. -̀ed at their mother re-
achfully, but she was bumming
Lly. They glared at their father
rrily. but he was smoking his pipe
In and reading Ids aseragagier.—
sego JoerniO— _
Six-Dille Walk Every Day Will
Serve as an Antidote for
the Game.
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farm-
er, three miles south of this city, be-
lieves he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
In this city, and has for two years.
When the football mania first in-
vaded this section he was much sought
after to join the Alexandria team, as
be was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic courage. The boy confided
his ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why be desired to join an or-
ganization that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent diedgurement
"I need the exercise," was the re
Joinder; "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peck, pore, was equal to the emer-
gency. "Hereafter, my son," said he,
"Instead of riding to seheel in the
morning on the traction lien and hotter
In the evening, you can walk. If that
does not furnish you sufficient exercise.
I can And soisetlitng else for you Is
do in the mornings and *Timings."
For almost two years, winter as well
as summer, esoesit on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uacomplaiaingly to
Alexandria, three miles WaraY, and
home in the same way. The exercise
has been beneadat, but financially It
has bees a losing game for his father
for the boy's appetite has grown to
be sommothlag pliefieersnal, as has his
growth in weight sat strewth, of itself
of far mere value than money. Noth-
ing is ever said by the son of "leek of
exercise," and If he continues to hank-
er after membership in the football
team, he is wise enough to keep it to
himself, fearing a nightly Introduction
to a good-sized woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those of Canada Rid Fair to Surpass
Any Others in the
World.
--
"Canada will yet furnish to the world
Its iron supply. It will be jest the same
with iron as with wheat. A decade from
now Canada will outstrip all other coun-
tries in wheat growing. The production
of iron at a cheaper rate than it can De
mail. elsewhere will cause Canada to
take a similar position as far as iron is
concerned. In ten years Canada will
have become a eat metallurgical °olio-
pYou will see an iron industry in
Ms dominion larger than in any other
country in the world." Thus saith Dr.
P. I.. T. Hernelt, the French metallurg-
ical expert, inventor of the electric
smelting process named in his honor.
Pig Iron, he says. Is the basis for struc-
tural and other steel. "At present Can-
ada spends $60.000,000 to $60,000,000 in
buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
be to make that steel in this country out
of Canadian material by the., aid of
Canadian water power and Canadian la-
bor. Think of what it means! The re-
tention in Canada of 960,000.000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
the new demand for steel rails, struc-
tural steel, and other classes of the prod-
uct which have arisen in consequence
of the country's development, the profit-
able sale of your surplus products in for-
eign markets, and the creation in this
country of numerous other industries
more or less dependent on iron and steeL
In Sweden the quantity of ore is suffi-
cient to supply the markets of the world
for 100 years. I should say Canada has
three times as muck."
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
Colorado Ranchers Come Upon a
Find That Is Rare and
Valuable.
The spectacle of 30 elk Meade an in-
closure is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless such a
light has been witnessed by several of
o r ranchers recently, and within a
few miles of Pinedale, says the Denver
Republican.
Mrs. M. J. Westfall has a school sea
Wm near the head of Willow creek,
which is entirely fenced, making an
inch:sure a mile square. This is well
up in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, which is near the
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Uncle" George Smith and a
party of riders, who were out rounding
up their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
right into the herd, which immediately
fled and followed the line of the fens*
making no attempt to go through.
The riders were without weapons
and contented themselves with wa
lug the bunch for some time, and then
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed wire fence
and scatter It for great distances, but
this bunch did not. Great damage is
often done to the fences of ranebers
by these animals.
Johannesburg Court Finding.
Dismissed because he had married, •
Johannesburg bank clerk obtained
three months' salary and 11165 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree-
ment in restraint of marriage was
void, immoral and contrary to public
Wag-
His Happiest Hoar.
He—DO you remember the night I
asked you to marry me?
She—Tie, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat there, and
not a word did you epeek. Ala! tbid
was the happiest hour of my Wel"—
Moho de Parts.
His Point of View.
Nurse flee, Charlie, the stork has
brought you a nice little brother!
Charlie—Yes. that's the 'mitt Just
▪ I'm getting eh In the world core
petition begins,--FIlegends Blotter.
HE WAS UNIQUE.
STEMPEL'S WAY OP TELLING
THE TRUTH.
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
the very first, was absolutely unique.
rangy took all the cretin for the discov-
try, as he does for almost everything.
but he does not boast about it so much
Of course all the men In the office saw
that Stempel wa4 entirely out of the
ordinary when he owned up to a mis-
take in an entry that coat the firm over
9100 to settle. Stempel was calling from
Tom Puttee's order book to Dixie, the
bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at three cents when it should
have been eight. Paxton makes his
Se and 8s a good deal alike anyway, but
he's too valuable a man to fire and it
seemed as if somebody would have to
go. Dixie thought it was his mistake
and was in a invitilibtryealoolelhAlt, bnt
Stempel, when he looked over the book,
said at once that hilted called it errant
and went and told the whole works so.
Well, the old gentleman must have beea.
in a good humor, for he only told Stern-
pet to be more careful next time. That
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
He had the peculiarity of being abso-
lutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel.
though. He wasn't extravagant with
the faculty of speech. One of those
never-say-nothing-to-nobody sort of tel
lows. Went about his business qv let! y
and soberly, never laughed or joked
much.
One time Dixie was telling a story
about an uncle of his who was a great
Swimmer. He said he swam 15 miles
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed a
log raft that had drifted away from its
moorings by a rope held In his teeth.
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
two hours, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, which he has forgotten.
Tansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
course. He asked Stempel what he
thought of it. I guess he was trying to
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
and went on addressing enveleptsa.
"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
persisted. "Don't you think that was
pretty good swimming?"
'Well," said Stempel, slowly and so-
berly, "I don't believe it. No, sir, I
don't believe it. I know what the Mis-
sissippi current is and I know what a
log raft is to tow. i doubt if a strong
swimmer could make 16 miles in two
hours and 19 minutes without towing
saything. I don't want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misin-
formed, but I can't bring myself to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
thing."
Of course that tickled Tansy. All I said.
Tansy was always showing Stempel or.
He made • great pretense of being
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
see through him at first and talked to
him more freely than he did to any of
the others. Tansy came to us and told
us what Stempel thought about this,
that and the other—what this fellow did
and what the other fellow said and, al-
though we knew that Tansy had cork-
screwed his opinions out of him, we got
a little sore all the same, because what
Stempel said about us, being the truth,
hit us hard occ,isionally.
One day Tansy told me that be had
asked Stempel what he thought of me
and Stempel replied that he didn't care
to say.-
"I asked him If that didn't mean that
he had not a very favorable opinion of
yon," said Tansy, "and he said at last
that it did. He went on to say—"
I told him that if he told me what
Stempel went on to say I'd punch his
head and that stopped him. I was hot,
though, and after I'd thought it over I
went to Stempel and told him that I had
heard he hadn't a high opinion of me.
"Did Tansy tell you that?" he asked.
"Hs did, and before all the crowd," I
replied. "Now It's up to you to explain."
"Did he tell you what else I said—
what I based my opinion on?" he asked,
gently.
"No, he didn't," I said. "I wouldn't
stand for it"
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel. and
he told me. It was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say it was true.
I think it did me good. Anyway, I took
it and Stempel and I are good friends
now.
But it didn't end there. I told Wilson
and Dixie about It and the next morn-
ing when we were all together Dixie
turned suddenly to Stempel and asked
him what he thought of Tansy.*
Tansy grinned. He thought he was
going to get a few boquets.
"I'd prefer nut to say," said StempeL
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
iinnw Whit ETtempanieinivihen-he says
that, Tansy."
It didn't tease Herbert, though. He
was cocksure that he stood ace high.
"Tell 'em what you think of me, old
man," he said to Stempel. "rd like to
know myself."
"I don't think you would," said Stem-
pel.
"I'm not bashful, old fellow; go
ahead," said Tansy.
"If you insist on it I'll tell you," said
Stempel, who was rather pale. "I'm
sorry to say that I consider you dishon-
orable, inasmuch as you have betrared
my confidence In you, and insincere, in-
asmuch as you have professed friend-
ship for me to my face and make fun of
me to others. I don't confider you de-
cent. If it's the plain truth you want,
there you have it"
Short and sweet, wasn't It? it ought
to have done Tansy good It It didn't"—
Chicago Record-Herald.
THE LAKE OF SACRIFICE.
Louisiana Body of Water About
Which There Is an Indian
Legend.
'Ake Ca-ta-on-la, the sacred lake of
the Indians, lies ensconced, as it were,
in the deep solitude of the forest
which skirts the Attakapas prairie on
the east side of the Tech* at about
nine miles from the town of St. Mar-
Unville. The beauty of its scenery
and its picturesque landscapes have
probably no equal in the state, stye
the New Orleans States. Its waters
have the transparency of crystal, and
its depth averages from 00 to 100
feet
The word Ca-ta-on-la means the lake
of sacrifice. The following legend, as
dramatic and tragical as the Biblical
narrative of the death of JePhthahn
daughter, gives us the origin of that
name.
The. Tel:filet/Aso Indiane, being
threatened with 'dire calamity, the na-
ture of which we know not, their
prayermen consulted their oracles, and
more Informed that to 'novitiate the
great Manitou and to avert thecalasid-.
a fair maiden of the tribe was to
be sacrificed to the cruel god_end her
soul drowned in the placid waters of
Lake Ca-ta-cu-la.
The beautiful At-ta-la, the fair
daughter of the chief, offered herself
as a willing victim to propitiate the
Great Spirit
Dressed in all the finery and pie-
turesqueness of apparel of an Indian
princess, she repaired to the lake in
whose waters she was to find a watery
grave, followed by the weeping maid-
ens and the stern warriors of the
tribe.
She glided in her light canoe on the
waters of the lake until she had
reached the middle of the stream, and
with her eyes upraised and hands ex-
tended toward the heavenly mansion
of the great Manitou, she offered him
her youth and her life blood as a
sacrifice to propitiate him and to
avert the calamity that threatened her
people.
With radiant smile she then turned
toward the shore of the lake where
knelt the weeping maidens. She wavel
tier hand gently to them, bidding them
an eternal adieu, and plunged into its
waters, to be seen no more.
Supersititous persons assert that
even to this day in times of great
calamity and misfortune, when the
moon spans the sky and shined serene
In the high heavens, streaking with
silvery fringe the gentle ripples of
the lake, a shadowy form is seen gild-
:ng on its waters In a light canoe, with
hands extended heavenward, and they
say that all at once, uttering a will
and unearthly shriek, the shadowy
form plunges headlong into the waters
and disappears, while the terror-strick-
en denizens of the forest answer the
shrieks with howls and lugubrious hoot-
Inge,
From that time Lake Ca-ta-oti-la be
came the sacred lake of the Indians,
and every year they repaired to this
spot to propitiate the great Manitou
with their offerings and sacrifices. Into
its crystalline waters they plunged
themselves to get cleansed of their
moral and physical impurities; into it.
sacred waters they dipped their amu-
lets and arrows to avert approaching
calamities and to protect themselvPs
against the devices of the evil spirit
He who could not make this yearly
pilgrimage felt despondent and un-
happy, and his ingbflity to follow Th.
others in the saintly Journey boded
him no good.
If witile performing his immersion
in the lake one ehould happen to
erown, his memory was execrated. and
his death was considered the Judg-
ment of the great Manttou as an atone-
ment for the crimes committed by
him.
The lake is still called Ca-ta-ousia.
the lake of sacrifice, hut the great
Manitou, like his Indian worshipers,
is now a thing of the past.
Tempered with Esrey.
Mobrary Jake (leader of vigilante')
—Cireaser Pete, yer 'n ornery, sneakin'
boss thief 'nd don't d'sarve no mart7
whatsumever: but th' boys 'vs decided
t' give Ye a chic* *twin' suicide and a
violent death. Now, Vich d' ye prefer?
—Puck
Frost /fakes Pat Turkeys.
"Cold weather makes fat turkeys."
said the poulterer.
"Why?"
"Because in a warm fall the ground
keeps soft, the vegetation lingers on
and the fields are full of worms and
bugs. What's the result? The result
I, that the turkeys, from sunrise till
da.k, tramp the tempting fields on long
foragee, eating the worms and bugs,
which thin them, and walking all their
soft and fine flesh into tough, stringy
muscle.
"A cold fall, with early frosts and
snows, freezes the ground and kills
the bugs. Then the turkeyt gre not
tempted to wander. They loaf in the
farmyard, gorge an abundance of
grain, and put on flesh like a middle-
aged woman at a seashore hotel.
"But in a warm fall, hunting the ir-
resistible bug, the turkeys, do their 16
or 20 miles regularly, and becOme ath-
letes. For athletic turkeys there is no
public demand.."
The Lawyer.
Now, guess who it is that takes an
oath "whereby be Invokes God's help
that he may do no falsehood nor con-
/Hint to the doing of any in court; that
he may not wittingly or willingly pro-
mote or sue any fa-se, groundless or
unlawful suit, nor give aid or con-
sent to the same; that he may delay
no men for lucre or malice, but that
he may conduct himself with all good
fidelity." Guess who takes that oath.
But you would never guess it In the
world. It is the lawyer.—Kansias City
Times.
Not in That Calm.
He—Do you believe that if one per-
wig gives another a pair of scissors
It will cut their friendship?
She—Not If it's a nice little pair of
sliver veiszeg's with my monogram on
^ ALE.. *
MOURNING IN JAPAN.
Is Done in Private and Not Paraded
Before the Eyes of the /
Public.
In Japan people who have suffered
a bereavement not only do not put on
moumin. but after the blow has
fallen they make their next appear
ance with • smile upon their faces,
as if nothing had happened. Accord-
ins to Lafcadio Hearn, this is not
in the smallest sense an evidence of
Indifference. The Japanese, he de-
clares, suffer as keenly from a be-
reavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to af-
flict those about us. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
impossible for a courteous person to
wear it. So reason the Japanese. In
order that no tbougleo.of pain shall
peas from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the "aspect of con-
tentment, even though his heart is
breaking..
Our own practice is quite the re-
verse. It considers the sufferer, not
his friende. In order that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
may pass Oront him to thoee about him,
the bereaved, person wears black. The
direct rurP9110 of wenr.414..POUrPP4
is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
ponents of the practice have thought-
lessly assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
marks of those who are ignorant of
his affliction. It is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
an, we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
upon to share in his woe to some ex-
tent The emblem is the token of their
compassion, not the embsnzlement of
his grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations





ink, but a seasonable Prep'Not a
aration especially adapted for cough*
and colds accompanied by fever as La
La Gripp, etc,
Very Palatable.
50e and 51. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORRS.
7eu a Jackson oboes 
sr
•Ii.at Clay Sta. phase 1S.
Drip Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Truss
Co., 3,86 Broadway.
For the third, and, let us hope, for the
last time, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private com-
pany that qin be organized. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or a full equivalent
in work has been obtained, and no un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the American government by the
new Republic of Panama of a strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean, in perpetuity, all question of a
concession life is permanently removed;
and, finally, Inasmuch as the American
government will not-have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
• large profit on an investment. and as
it can obtain the necessary funds at an
Interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by a private
organization, It Is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a much
larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completion. !-
short, the American government is fret
from ordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the government and
its advisers is: What is the best type
of canal to enentruct and how should it
be construcLei?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Talesinan Shows Very Clearly His
Lack of Feeling Against
Indians.
' In a northern California town a sup-
posed murder has been committed, re-
lates Lippincott's Magazine.
The half-breed wife of an Indian
had died, as the husband said, from
natural causes, and was buried with-
out the usual formalities being first
complied with. After a lapse of two
weeks the body was disinterred by the
authorities, at the instance of a par-
ticular enemy of the accused, and
marks of violence, as the informer
stated, were found upon the de-
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
ining the talesman to ascertain If any
of them were prejudiced against Indi-
ans.
Talesman Taylor was upon the stand
undergoing a rather stiff crow-exam-
bettors.
'Did an Indian do you or your fall,-
11/ any harm at any timer' asked the
prosecutor.
"No," replied Taylor.
-Did you or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an In-
dianr
"No," replied Taylor, "except that
my wife*s mother was killed by an
Indian."
Good Advise.
Magistrate—So you want to get a
separation from your wife? What's
the matter with her?
Applicant—She behaves most brutal-
ly .toward me. She treats me like a
deg and works me like a horse.
"I'm afraid, qiy geed man. I can do
nothing for you. You'd better go to
the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals."—Jugend.
Not Pretty s.hen.
"Hateful thing, she Is!" exclaimed
Miss Pretty. angrily. "I'm glad I'm
not as mean as she is. I'm as mush
above her as—"
"Tut! tut!" intdrrupted her fiance,
"remember that rosebud mouth of
yours ceases to be a rosebud when it




Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial tiy people who suf-
fer from headaches—gevere or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.














Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,






In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-









Will bring' pleasure td your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in











We put only the
purest and freshest drugs,
and exactly the drugs
your doctor orders, into the pre-
scriptions you bring to us. We
never make tnistakes-our pre.
acription clerks are too expert for
that. And we don't charge high
prices - far from it.
We carry many excellent pro-
prietary medicines. Feeling
bilious or jaundiLed? Suffering
from constipation, torpid liver,
sick headaches? Try Rexall
laver Salts.
This is the most satisfactory
Liver-Remedy we've ever
'handled, and We know its
formula. It stimulates
and regulates the action








W. B. McPherson, Sole Agent
WAN
WKSAIED-elVor U. S. Atte.. .
able-bodied unmarried !pen betweer,
agesf Wag citizens of the ;
Unapt of good character and :
item auk o can speak, read
and Write. ffs'11.• For information
eppk tct. liecraiting offices, New
RicIfBacenA Honk'. Paducah. Ky.
1.43411kkr-Cliettp. board for stud-
ern . in. private -iatnilies. They pay
znOn-thly in advance. State cheapest
rate. Apply Dratighon's Practical
Antinese- Cdilege, 3retA Broadway,
phone 1753.
 • '' 
WANTBD--At (wive, 75 colored
girls te Pick 'peanuts. Steady em-
ployment- Apply Southern Peanutcomprk, a. First and Washington
streets at.; a. in.
Rooms for rent at 123 North Sev-
enth, with bath and modern conveni-
ences.
-0/i'lighiT •.-Fifteeu acre "truck
patch," one-half mile from Paducah,




keeper by large firrn. None but ex-
perienc man need apply. Give ref-
erences. Address "Book-keeper,"
care The Register.
WHITE dining room girls wanted
at Will .C-Taigii.Sfah and Jeffer son.
--teetaerturresei
At PADUCAH, KY.
Corner Broadway- and Eleventh Sta.
(opposite Iitinois Central Hotel)
WM:6 13- to • 11-
SaturcTay, April 7
tium,4134,41
:01 9 a. m. to 6 p. rn.
Monday, April 91
FREE EXHIBITIONI
. The Art Exhibit Car of the
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY
SYSTEM •
Containing scenes in the summer re-
sort regions and hunting and fishing
stricts of
CANADA
in tiding, othgbiAcelle specimens of
Minting and Fishing Trophies will





are closing out OUT
HOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS
,at very little above cost.
At housecleaning time, a
small can of paint will cover a
multitude of sins. This is
housecleaning time and we are
selling
Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
• • • •1 ,. INCORPORATED. •








ODD FELLOWS' LODGES BE-
ING V.ISITED BY MR.
GEO_ZGE ZELLER
Judge LightfocA, Exalted Meer of
Elks, Namcd Appointive Offi-
cers-Labor Notes.
Last evenine n.t the meeting of
Ingleside loclg: , Odd Fellows in
the Fraternity buiiding, there was
present Mr. George' Zeller, organizer
and special deputy to she grand mas-
ter of the state, • who came here
from Henderson, 1,, while touring
this end of the state inspectiag the
different subordinate bodies and
.irorking up interest. He addressed
the Ingleside body last night and his
remarks were very interesting to the
craft. He remains in the city to
meet with Manguna lodge tonight,
and then goes to other parts of this
section to visit other bodies of this
order.
Mks InatalL
Last night during the regular
w:ekly meeting of the Elks lodge at
their hall on North Fourth street
there was installed the new officers
who were elected Thursday night of
last week. They are: Richard T.
Lightfoot, exalted ruler; Richard D.
Cements. esteemed leading knight;
Earl Walters, esteemed loyal knight;
A. W. Grief, esteemed lecturing
knight; H.tnry P. Nunn, secretary;
Dow Wilcox, treasurer and Al -M.
Foremen, tyler. During the meeting
Judge Lightfoot, the new exalted
mire, named his appointive officers,
who are Harry G. Johnston, esquire,
Mk. Loeb of Hotel -I.gomarsino,
chaplain, and Elmus carter, inner
guard.
Mk. William Fa-lee, the retiring
exalted 'ruler, was elected trustee to
fill o* the two , years unexpired por-
tion of Dr. C. E. VIthitesides• three
year term. Dr. Whiteaides resigned
last week because of. leaving this city
for Cincinnati to , tleteite. He had
served just one peel .
Central Labor Bed.
Mr. Henry Carroll, vice president
of the Central Lobos body, tendered
his resignation, which was accepted
at the meeting of that union last ev-
effing, and L. B. La,ngston, of the
carpenters selected to fill the vacancy.
Mr. Carroll is of the ship caulkers
and today goes to Ohio to locate.
Editor Claude Johnson, of the La-
bor Journal is filling temporarily the
office. of secretm.,of the typographi-
cal union, as the regular secretary
leaves today for a several week's
tour through the west. He is Mr.
A. E. Stein.
"MISTER SUN"
Dealers Report Quite Heavy Sale of
This Wallerstein Song.
Mt. Herbert Wallerstein, the tal-
ented composer, has received from his
Ciocinnati publishing house 5,000
copies of his most famous song,
"Mister Sun," -which can be procured
from any of the local dealers. It is
a source of much satisfaction to his
many friends here to learlt that a
heavy demand exists the country over
for his Inc song, which seems to
have made a pronounced hit every-
where, judging from the large num-
ber of copies sold.
His Paducah friends have been
anxiously awaiting an opportunity to
obtain copies of hi songs and are
now delighted to fin hern receiving
such a ready sale annon st the deal-
ers who report an unprecedented run
as compared with their sale of other
weitions,
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Notice Is hereby given that sealed
bids will be received by me in behalf
of the county at my office in the
court house on Saturday, the Loh
day of April. 1906, at to o'clock a. m.,
for the purpose of funishing to the
county gravel for repairing the Hink-
lerille and Lovelaceville gravel- road.
The contractor will not be required
to spread the gravel, but the same
wilt be received by the county's in-
spector moon the road as delivered.
The bids arc expected to be received
upon the yard as to the furnishing of
said gravel.
Tbe undersigned reserves the right
to reject any or all bids.





Farmers report that potatoes in
pits have entirely escaped the frost,
the past winter. The high. price of






RIVER RIPPLINGS. i• + PERSONAL NOTES. ++
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Cairo, 46.0, 1.3 rise.
Chattanooga, 8.3, 1.1 fall.
Cincinnati 0.5, 1.1 fall.
Evansville, 41.0, 0.1 rise.
Florence, 9.o, - fall.
Johnsonville, 20.0, 1.o fall.
Mt. Carmel, 22.6, o.6 rise.
Nashville, 32.7, 0.6 fall.
Pittsburg 8.5, 0.7 fall.
Davis Island Dam 9.8, 0.9 fall.
St. Louis 14.2, 0.2 rise.
Mt. Vernon, 40.3, 0.7 rise.
Paducah 394, 0.7 rise.
Burnside and Carthage missing.
The towboat Inverness goes to the
Tennessee river tomorrow after ties.
The Peters Lee has laid up at
Memphis and the Georgia Lee at
Cincinnati, on account of the high
water.
The towboat Castalia goes to the
Tennessee river in a few days -with a
party of Chicago tie. men on an in-
spection trip.
There came out of the Tennessee
river last night the steamer -Ken-
tucky. She lays here until 5 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon before skipping
out on her return to that stream.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler gets gets out for
Cairo and comes back tonight about
eleven.
The Joe Fowler comes in 'today
from Evansville and gets out imme-
diately on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins • yesterday
went to Evansville and gets. back
here tomorrow.
The Buttorff gets to Nashtrale to-
night, leaves there tomorrow on her




Mr. Jack Whiteside, Has Best Ever
Seen in This Country.
Mr. Jacy Whitesides, who exhibit-
ed the Palestine picture for many
weeks at sto Broadway, has gotten
up one of the finest furniture and fix-
ture cleaners ever seen in this city.
It is a liquid, and is a varnish, stain
and beautifier, all combined. It is
composed of wood alcohol and other
parts and quickly cuts the dirt from
desks, fitrniture, chairs, beds, end in
fact anything in the wood line. It
also brightens'and leaves a has coat
of varnish, making the furniture or
desks practically new again. Mr.
Wbitesides manufactures the compo-
sition himself and sells it at. so eeats
a bottle.. .1* is doing a rushing ionsi.-
ttess in this line, ate evetybody-
what a/great thing 'the5getve.prothsct
is, are rapidly placing orates With
him to clean up their furniture and
fixtures during the spring months.
IN A SANDSTORM AT SEA
New York, April 4.-The log of
the German steamship Schonfels,
from Calcutta, which docked at the
foot of Forty-seventh street, South
Brooklyn, tells a story of storm ex-
periences of more varied character
than is often encoutered by Chia*:
traders of modern times in a single
voyage.
With the exception of the time the
steamship was in the Suez canal it
had only one day of good weather
from the 'time it entered the Red sea,
the successioesfof disturbances it en-
countered ranging from a sandstorm
in the Rd sea to a hurricane as 'It
neared this coast and winding up
with the strong westerly blow here
yesterday afternoon, which compell-
ed Captain Denker to anchor off Lib-
erty island until this morning before
he could safely dock on the exposed
Brooklyn side of the bay.
The Schorrfels left Calcutta Jan. XX
touched at Colombo Feb. 5 for
twenty-four hours, reached Suez the
18th and Algiers the 26th. '
-Feb. 16, while in the Red sea, the he has been eojourning for several
ship ran into a sandstorm which last-; months for his health that is much
ed for, two days, covering the decks t improved.
several inches deep with a fine powd-1 Mrs. Stephen WIley, of California,
cry grit and keeping the officers and, has gone on home after stopping
men who had to be on deck continu- here to visit Mrs. Joe A. Miller of
_surs.zing_httiLcoughing  Sixth,___.while_-en _mute -Izo
from Europe.
Mrs. Will Ahles and little son,
Raymond, of near Evansville, Ind.,
are visiting the former's parents, Mr.
Dr. Hicks' office boo Broadway.










show that pleases both old and
Young.
matinee for ladies and
children.
Matinee Prices-Children x5c;achdts
15c. .Night Prices-a5c, 35c. soc,
75c and $t.
Seats on sale Friday a, m...
and Mrs. William Haley, of Ninth
and Harrison streets.
'Lieutenant Wen. Reed, of the army
recruiting office at Evansville, Ind.,
returned to that city yesterday after
visiting the branch office managed by
Sergeant Noyes.
City Weigher Mendol Yohnson con-
tinues ill and goes to Dawson in a
day or two to sojourn. Mr' Frank
Dunn is looking after the public
scales whil_c the weigher ie sick.
Mrs. Jacob Friedman will tornorj
row return from Evansville, Intf.,
where she went to attend the wed-
ding of her brother, Mk. E. T. New-
n, who married Miss Lena Kram-
of Richmond, Va.
essra. Nelson Boaz, J. A. Ray- '
burn and A. J. Bamberg returned
yesterday morning from attending a
meeting of Woodmen of the World
at Fulton, where fifty were initiated
and a big banquet served.
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF A
-The daughter of Mr. Lee D. Pot-
ter is recovering from an attack of
illness.
-The car company is doubling its
tracks in Wallace park so traders can
be set tiff.,to the side out there dur-
ing the sistrilitir month.
-The Resit Druggis•s association
held its weekly meeting yesterday at
the City Hall and talked o'er things
pertaining tq_the business.
-W. C. WBryan, who bought the
county poor farm on West Tennessee
street is preparing to split it up into
city lots and sell the same.
-Goldie Bunton, colored, aged as,
died' of complications at the poor
farm yesterday, and will be buried at
the county cemetery by Coroner
Esker.
-A farmer's team got away from
him at Ninth rnd Monroe yesterday.
and crashing the wagon into Colonel
John Sinnott's front fence, tore down
several panels.
-Tom Hicks, aged .20. colored,
died suddenly of heart trouble yester-
day at the city hospital, where he had
been ill with malaria and complica-
tions. He lived at 426 South Seventh
street.
-Dr. Horace Rivers today ex-
pects to receive some word from Dr.
Hays of Louisville. stating what the
chemist found in the stomach of Je-
mime McChesney, colored, which
was sent him for analysis.
WATER NOTICE.
I.Patrons of the Water Company
we reminded that their water rent
expired March 311t. These who
desire to renew them should do so
before it is forgotten, as all premises
not paid for on or before Apra :oth,
will be shut eff.
The prompt payment ef water
rents will save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties
and annoyance to the company. ..
WANTED TO RENT-Two or
three furnished or unfurnished rooms
rtmeitts-irr: fat,
business district and suited for light
housekeeping. Must be first-class
and in good neighborhood. Address,





The World's Greatest s,. Romantic
Actor.
Mr. James O'Neill
IN A FIRST, ONLY AND POSI-
TIVELY FAREWELL TOUR
MONTE CRISTO
The Play He Made Famous.
Prices 15-33-30-73-1.00-130.











In Her Latest Unqualified SUCCOSS
•
The Kerry Modern Comedy.
Mary, Mary,
Quite Contrary
As Played at The Garrick Theatre
New York With The Origi-
nal Cesapsny.
Priam, Madre Orchestra Floor Sa.so
Balcony soc, c,and $s.no--Gal-
lery s5c and 33C.
Seats on Sale Monday • a. on.
s, 
Dirt For Salt.
Parties desiring dirt call contrac-














Prospects tor Shortage of Coal April I
Buy TPADLWA7 ER COAL now and save money
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVAOR. LUM'PI3 CENTS PER BUSHEL.. ..NUT. ..I2 CENTS PER BUSHEL
PROMPT DELIVERY. Both Telephones254.
Foot of al
west Kento4ed. Coal Co.offioStreet.
Mr. Ed Rivers has returned from
St. Louis.
Dr. J. Q. Taylor has returned frrnn
California.
Mr. -k. R. Sutherland has returned
from Dixon, Ky. \
Mir. Melvin Wallerstin
Wednesday from Chicago.
Mrs. E. W. Bockirson has
Evansville, Ind., for a visit.
Miss Eulah Acrec has returned
from v;siting in Martin, Tenn. GRAND
Miss Minnie Bitts has returned 
from visiting in Evansville, Ind. •
Mfiss Thelma Hart has gone to vis- A
it Mrs. M. M. Rose of Mayfield.
Dr. I. B. Howell, the dentist, has
gone to Nashville, Tenn., for a week. Special
Miss May Hayes hes returned
from visiting Miss Mae Hefley of Ful-
ton.
Engineer Robert MicCarty of the
I. C., went.to Princeton yesterday to
visit.
1111rs. Robert Hodges of Fulton, ar-
rives today to visit MTS. Mike Ise-
mna.
Miss Golda Seitz of Florence Sta-
tion, is visiting her sister, Mts. Etta
Brockman.
Mr. Oscar Kluge. of Golconda, Ill.,
has returned home after visiting
friends here.
Mr. Frank Hagerty is here from
Cincinnati visiting his parents on
Jackson street.
Me. George W. Walters has return-
ed from a business trip to Louisville
and Cincinnati.
Mr. A. E. Stein, the printer, goe
to the West Otis morning for a Atev-
eral week's sojourn.
Dr. Alfred Dabney, of Union City,
Tenn., is visiting his cousin, Dr. A.
S. Dabney, the dentist.
Rev. R. E. Brasfield, of....Barlow.
Ky., is here attending the'Oroadway
Methodist church revival. •/,- '.II
Mr. I. W. Bernheitn i wife of
Louisville are visiting M tk:, Herman
Wallerstein of North Seventh.
Miss Marjorie Crumflrighl
turned from visiting her brot
Lee Crumbaugh, of Columbueveitles.
Dr. J. T. Fort, of the I. C. sits s
corps at Louisville, was bet% .74.
nesday en route home from Chkago.
Colonel Victor Van de Male, will
return tonight from a week's drum-
ming trip through Southern Illinois..
Mrs. Wm. Nagel and daughter,
lefts. Barry Meyers, have gone to
Louisville and New Albany to visit.
Mr. W. F. Sinks, of Golconda. III-.
is here to tawl for the Paducah Sad-
dlery Company, of Fourth and Jef-
ferson. .
Miss Angie Thomas has gone to
visit in Arlington, Ky., having ac-
companied home bliss Meynte Mc-
Connell.
Hon. John W. Mloore, of LaCenter,
is in this city on business, wont-
sated-lsy Cashier' Mask of the
bank there.
Mrs. James Wilcox and Miss
Alice Byng left Tuesday night for Los
Angeles, Cal., to visit their father,
Mr. E. E. Byng
Superintendent Pat Halloran, of
the big Katterjohn construction
works up et Ceder Bluff, Ky., is in
the city on business.
'Dr. Edwin L. Young, of the coun-
ty, is preparing to move to the city.
He was Wednesday elected county
physician by the fiscal court.
Messrs. George Hughes, Joe Bonds
Otto Inden and James Gayer yester-
terday went to Little Rock, Ark., to
work for a cooperage company.
Mt. J. R.. Browne, of Fort Worth,
Texas, Wednesday r earned home
after visiting his brother, Captain
James M. Browne, the fife insurance
map.
Contractor William Karnes has
returned from Benton, where he
went to figure on the new building
Mr. Solon Palmer is preparing- to
erect.
Misses Peairl Wiman and Maud
Shepherd of towes, and littlish Mc-
Mlyrray of Waverly, Tenn., have re-
turned home after visiting Miss Car-
rie Kolley. f.
Mk. John Porteous will return, to-
morrow from Ashville, N. C, where
returned
gone to
Te-
r.
